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Abstract
This study is about developing a non-invasive wearable health-monitoring system.
The project aims to achieve miniaturisation as much as possible, using
nanotechnology. The achieved results of the project are nothing but conceptual
images of a convertible watch. The system is a non-invasive health measurement
system.
An important part of the study is researching the automation of blood pressure
measurement by means of experiments which test the effect of exterior factors on
blood pressure level. These experiments have been held to improve the automation
and simplicity of BP measurements to establish a 24hr BP monitoring system.
This study proposed a medical sensor that is part of the watch system, and that is
most compatible with the elderly people product preferences in the UK. The ―sensor
strip‖ is in cm range, integrating a number of MEMS sensors, for the non-invasive
detection of certain health aspects. The health aspects are chosen according to how
close they are from the ―health vital signs‖, which are the first measurements executed
by the doctor, if a patient is to visit him. An applied QFD study showed that the most
suitable measurement technology to be used in the proposed sensor strip is the
infrared technology.
In addition to the sensor strip, EEG health detection is added, which is the reason
why the watch is convertible. MEMS sensors, MEMS memory and an embedded
processor are selected, since that this project also includes minimising the size of a
device where the utilization of nanotechnology is vital. The final result of the study is
only a conceptual design of a product with a carefully selected subsystems. The
software design of the product will not be further developed to become a physical
prototype of a consumer product.
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Definitions
Watch –headphone product(proposed) : Is a type of advanced watch that has a
built-in EEG system which detects brain waves when the watch takes the form of
headphones worn on the head.
Headphones-top(proposed) : An embedded and miniaturised computer system
which is head worn as a headphone set.
“Harmonic unity” : A design concept proposed long time ago, which states that
components of any product should support each others‘ functions and should not
contradict each others‘ functions.(Brunel university syllabus, 2005)
Video- Advertising –Automation (VAA)(proposed) : Are TV commercials
( come in series) broadcasted on different TV channels where they advertise the
product and improves its design at the same time, by harnessing consumer brainwave
signals to detect the best possible consumer design choice in a real-time manner.
Stenoses : The contraction of capillary walls.
Brainwave Segment-origin Detection Method (proposed): Is a marketing method
which uses the Conjoint Analysis method and uses EEG technology to reach the most
wanted product.
Previous Effect Experiment : Experiments where other external and unknown
BP-changing-factors are keeping the BP values away from the Normal BP level N =
125/85.)
Normal Effect Experiment : Experiments where other external and unknown BPchanging-factors are not present since that these experiments are held in the morning
when the BP is always at its normal level N.
Unfiltered Reading : BP reading occurring when the sensor has detected the BPchanging-factor, and when the reading has a margin of error originating from that
factor.
Cross multiplication of components (proposed): The process of combining product
parts in groups of 2s, 3s , 4s ……. , to study the possibilities of these groups
supporting each others‘ functions.

BP Automation System: Is a collection of sensors and along with the watch
processor which integrates their functions to detect the BP-changing-factors that
affects the BP readings.
AE / Ultrasonic : The possibility of applying ultrasonics apparatus if AE methods
are not applicable, since they have a very close physics,
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Chapter 1 :

Introduction

1.1 The Main Problem

Do we need portable “general-health-measurement” devices,… and if we
do ……. , do they exist in the market nowadays ?!!

There is an extreme need for such devices. Unfortunately, the available devices in
the market do not meet the needs of customers towards a proper general-health
measurement device. Some portable medical devices do exist in the market, but with
very limited medical functions that they can‘t really be called ―general-healthmeasurement‖. Each of these devices are so much specialised in one area of the body ,
which means that if at any time a patient wants to diagnose himself , checking if he
has some medical problems he has to buy more than one device.
What we are trying to build in this study is a device that can measure maximum
possible number of medical parameters integrated in one and only one device. The
literature review results showed that such integrated devices are available in very
limited numbers and types , and is produced for all ages. Additionally, the amounts of
measurement parameters found in these devices are very limited.
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1.1.1

The Needs for Such Integrated System And A Need For A Watch-like
Device

1) A need for reliable devices for old-people : The project emphasises the urgent
need for these devices only for the elderly people, where the lack of their
medical awareness is life threatening.
2) A need for minimising unnecessary governments spending on old-people
by financially supporting these products to be a substitute for hospital health
checks :

Table 1.1.1 ―Elderly As a Percentage Of The Population And A Percentage
Of Total Medical Spending, 1963–2000‖ [1].

Year

Percent of population

1963
1970
1977
1987
1996
2000

9.4
9.9
10.9
12.2
12.7
12.6

Percent of spending
19.7
27.5
34.7
42.7
41.5
39.2

In the above table(1.1.1), it is reasonably clear that the government is consuming a
lot of money on building hospitals and providing health services in these hospitals to
make sure that the elderly patients are getting enough health care.

This means that a lot of old people are regularly visiting the hospitals, therefore,
the daily consumption of hospitals, hospital facilities, medical services in the hospital,
devices, and staff is also high. That is, the reason why we can see the rise in the
―Percent of spending‖, as it is recorded in the above statistical table, is because year
after year the government has to increase the amount of hospitals and facilities for the
society since that the percentage of the elderly people are increasing too.
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One solution to this problem is that the government should divert its
spending on portable medical devices which may lead to reduced needs for
hospitals. Hospitals are kept for serious situations and emergencies only.

If the government is to concentrate on developing portable medical devices the
following areas of expenditure will be saved:

Hospitals

: The cost of constructing additional hospitals that are worth
millions. And the cost of space.

Medical services : Constant purchasing of consumable medical equipment (e.g.
syringes, plastic items for medical tests, anti-germs cleaners…
………etc)

Hospital facilities : Some of the big and expensive medical test machines (MRI, Xray) can be substituted with alternative techniques using less
expensive portable medical methods.

Staff

: The government has to pay monthly salaries for a big number of
nurses and other workers associated with the hospital (security,
cleaners, ….etc).

In the case of diverting to portable medical devices, the only area where
governments have to spend money in is the research centres to encourage more and
more research on portable medical devices. The government doesn‘t have to purchase
these portable devices because they will be distributed in the market, and eventually
the public has to purchase them as a substitute for hospital testing and hospital health
checks.

3) A need for the immediate detection of a life-threatening disease: Excessive
research on these devices can be a promising solution for diseases which has
no cure, where the device can detect the basic symptoms of the disease and
warn the user before the disease is incurable (eg. cancer).
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4) A need for acquiring a business image: General-health measurement devices
are scarce products. Even the specialised portable devices are scarce too, to
some extent. In the past, mobile phones have existed but they had no
popularity, they started becoming popular only in the last 10 years. Mobile
phones have acquired a strong business image through these last 10 years.
Similarly, medical portable devices at the present have a weak business
image, although they are more important than mobile phones. Because
watches have a strong business image like mobile phones, the general health
device should take the form and appearance of a watch or a mobile phone in
order to gain maximum acceptability by the customer.
5) A need for a 24-hour monitoring and automation system: If general health
measurement devices are to be found in the market they will provide very
limited medical measurements, and they will not be of the monitoring type,
they will usually be activated according to the user‘s need. It is important that
a monitoring system should be incorporated in our product so that the device
will continuously extract medical information from the body and take crucial
decisions about the user‘s health accordingly.

6) The need for a non-invasive system: If no harmful detection rays are used, the
non-invasive devices are always safer, faster, cleaner, more advanced, and
easier to perform.

1.1.2

The Starting Point of The Project

To start the project, we will first design questionnaires to be answered by
the elderly segment of the society (since they usually have more health problems
than other ages, which makes them primary customers for the portable ―generalhealth-measurement‖ products).This ―questionnaire study‖ is the first step in the
QFD design methodology called customer voice. The progress of this study is
explained in chapter 4.
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1.2 Aims and Objectives of the Study

1.2.1 Aims

To review and partially develop a health-monitoring wearable device which has
the size and appearance of everyday worn watches.

1.2.2 Objectives

1)

To understand the needs and requirements of personal health monitoring

systems; and to review, recommend, and evaluate the existing non-invasive medical
sensory systems (eg. infrared, EEG systems), through QFD matrixes.

2)

To take numerous readings of blood pressure values at different times and

situations (experiments) in order to understand the influence of certain factors on
blood pressure.

3)

To integrate and establish the design of the QFD selected sensory techniques,

and to suggest conceptual designs of the watch which will describe the positional
importance and locations of the medical systems with respect to the hand wrist.

4)

To review, recommend, and select suitable miniaturising systems and suitable

watch technologies which will serve the overall medical purpose of the product.
(Embedded processor systems, convertible watch body, MEMS sensors, MEMS
memory).

5)

To complete the purpose of the QFD study, where the product is developed to be

accepted and purchased by customers. Providing a business plan which will guarantee
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the availability of the product‘s manufacturing costs and business capital, thus
proving the financial possibility of the project as well as the technical possibility.
6)

To use the ―harmonic design concept‖ and other design improvements, as

additional design concepts to the QFD methodology; and to design the key
components as an illustration of the possibility of manufacturing the product.

1.3 Proposals and Accomplished Literature Proofs

1.3.1 A Non-invasive Medical System with an EEG System

The following MEMS sensory systems are proposed to be integrated in a single cm
range ―main sensor‖. The MEMS sub-sensors of the main sensor include: (IR body
temperature reading; IR Oxygen / CO2 level measurement system; IR blood density
level system; A contact blood pressure sensor; A ribbon to keep the sensor in proper
position. That is, the IR systems will measure and detect oxygen level, CO2 level,
blood density, and body heat.
The conceptual design (proposed in chapter 5) describes the alignment of the IR
system and piezoelectric MEMS system with the wrist, enabling various
measurements and detections, but it doesn‘t emphasise on or specify the various
detailed components or features of these MEMS systems.
The product is made out of a watch and head-mounted headphones convertible
system. (Head -mounted headphones can become a watch and vice versa).The product
integrates an EEG (Electroencephalogram) system which has MEMS dry electrodes
inside the headphone body of the EEG for brainwave detection.
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1.3.2

Experiments to Eliminate BP-changing-factors

The project proposes that the difference in BP values exerted by the ―BP-changingfactors‖ will be used by the product embedded processor system (stored in the
memory) to be compensated at certain times when measurement occurs (when these
factors arises like hunger, eating, or walking). BP automation sensory systems that
completes the role of the experiments (chapter 5), will be selected. In addition, a
processor will combine different detections of different sensors simultaneously, to
determine certain postures or situations that the user will experience (Eg. When the
accelerometer and gyroscope don‘t show any movement signal for more than 20 min
this means that the user is sleeping).

1.3.3

A Product Development Proposal “Functional-Area-Implementation”
and a “Further developed product” Proposal

;

The introduction of a ―Backward feature synthesis method‖. An added
improvement to what is called ―Conjoint Analysis technique (marketing) or, an added
improvement to the QFD methodology (Engineering). Hint: Both QFD and conjoint
analysis use customer voice to synthesise product features. The technique states that
the space of the product will be divided in proportion of importance (the most
important requirement takes the largest square area of the product and the least
important takes the smallest.)

On the other hand, the product can be further developed by adding minor
features(MEMS screen projector ) to become a head-mounted portable extremely light
weight computer system, that projects its VDU on surfaces (look at Appendix A or
Future work in chapter 7). The future product consists of : (A head-mounted
computer, A Non-invasive medical system, A mini-projector system, An EEG/BCI
device(BCI=Brain Computer Interface),…………..all worn on the head and included
at the same time. The product also provide the service of a marketing method (a
Brainwave ―Segment-origin‖ detection method p218-228), which detects or
approaches common product preferences among a whole society made out of millions
of people, to discover or identify a single product that can be purchased by those
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millions of people at the same time, generating endless profits (look at Appendix A ,
chapter 7 : Tele-marketing research p218-228). The project suggests an ―automatedadvertisement‖ concept watched by people on TV or on the internet pages, as a new
concept of advertisements that is linked to the EEG technology.

1.4 Summary
The project will review and develop the design of the personal health
monitoring system. The personal health monitoring system (watch-headphone
product) will be partially designed using proEngineer software. Most of the device
will be designed to show how the final product will eventually look like. The various
devices selected to be part of the product (embedded processor) are proven to fit
inside the system, both, when the device is worn as a watch and when it is converted
as a headphone system. The EEG technology used in the product will allow the user
to scan his body of specific pre-selected diseases or health problems. As the EEG
physical disease research grows wider, more diseases could be upgraded to our
system, increasing the limitations of our health monitoring system. The product uses a
dry electrode MEMS sensor technology, which means that the scalp and hair of the
user may not be covered with the electron-conductive-gel that is usually used in
various EEG experiments. There will be special emphasis on blood pressure
experiments that will enhance the automation of a ―watch-headphone product‖, and
also special emphasis on the implementation of nanotechnology in the product to
make the product as small as possible. Examples of the MEMS types reviewed in this
study are: Computer memory MEMS, sensory MEMS, and electrode MEMS and
microphone MEMS.
Advanced watch literature is included in the study to search for any advanced
systems that might enhance the capabilities of our medical product.

The following chapter to come (Chapters 2) is about the literature of the
followed QFD methodology and the non-invasive medical measurement methods
(health measurement systems, blood particles and blood substances detection
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systems). Advanced watch systems are reviewed too, even if these systems have
features which are not medical, for it might be added to our medical watch , if
necessary, to support the overall medical aim of the product (e.g. The processor of
advanced non-medical watches can process health measurements of a medical watch).
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Chapter 2

:

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we are going to review many of the non-invasive medical
techniques, devices, and sensors that can be added to our convertible watch-headphone
product; plus other technologies like nano storage components and the methodology of
the QFD study.

Doctors and health professionals use four standard body signs to assess a patient‘s
status, these are called vital signs:

1.

Temperature.

2.

Pulse rate.

3.

Blood pressure.

4.

Respiratory rate.

These vital signs are covered in our watch-product, except for the measurement of
the respiratory rate, because the wrist is far from the respiratory or lungs area of the
body. The respiratory rate information might be measured in the future developments of
this product, by detecting a sort of brainwave signalling from the users scalp that
resembles respiratory speeds or rhythms.
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There are many QFD matrixes that can be included for the evaluation and analysis
of our product. The QFD study has a weighing system ( Importance Weight) that is used
excessively in this project to differentiate or filter the extremely important components
and features with the less important and unimportant components.
In this chapter, a lot of reviewing of miniaturisation and nanotechnology is going to be
conducted. The presence of nanotechnology in our product is vital.

Nanotechnology strongly supports the first 5 customer voice requirements that are
shown below and in ch.3:

1-Solutions for the ―old age‖ problems.
2- Multi-health-measuring design/system.
3- Accuracy of readings.
4- Easy to use.
5- Design ingenuity.

Nanotechnology makes the product more practical, lighter in weight, and smaller
in size , which is a big need for the elderly people , and other segments as well.
Because nanotechnology is made out of extremely small devices, there will be a lot of
space for many systems to be combined together in a relatively small unit of the product
surface (eg 1 cm). Therefore, nanotechnology plays a vital role in the integration of
many systems in one small device e.g. multi-health systems. On the other hand, adding
small devices (MEMS) to a system increases the sensitivity and accuracy of that system.
As automations are concerned, applying automation to a product is more possible
using miniaturised processors and sensors, especially if the product is small in size.
Therefore, nanotechnology will allow more and more products to be automated and it
allows products to be more advanced too, thus, making life easier for the user.
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2.2 Blood Pressure Definition and BP Measurements

Definition:

High blood pressure (hypertension) is a disease that is common among old-aged
people, which arises from the unnatural contraction of the capillaries of the patient. The
main cause of these contractions is still unknown. High blood pressure is not regarded
as a life threatening disease, and is categorised with diseases of similar nature like
diabetes and cholesterol problems.

Systolic pressure: The highest pressure in the beginning of the pump where the blood is
driven away from the heart into the arteries.

Diastolic pressure: The opposite of systolic, where the blood fills the heart chambers
due to the relaxation of the heart muscles.

Hypotension and hypertension :
Normal
pressure

Pre-hypertension

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 135 140 150 160………….. Systolic
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150………………...Diastolic

Hypotension

hypertension

Fig. 2.2a Normal blood pressure, hypertension, and hypotension.
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The Resonance Oscillometric Technique (inflatable devices) :

Upward
direction of
hand bending

Heart level

Below heart
level

Fig. 2.2b A BP measurement posture.

This technique depends on the resonance of frequencies. When the patient
experiences high blood pressure, blood flowing inside his arteries will have a specific
vibrational frequency value caused by the compressed blood inside the walls of arteries.
Ascending and artificial values of vibrations can be generated when a device pumps air
around the wrist squeezing it. As the squeezing around the wrist increases, the device
will have an acoustic sensor that is capable of detecting a resonance sound that evolves
only when the artificial vibrational frequencies of the device will be equal to the natural
vibrational frequencies of the blood pressure. When this special resonance sound is
detected ( korotkoff sound)the device stops any further squeezing and registers the last
squeezing force which is usually proportional to the BP value, thus BP at this particular
force is calculated which is equal to the patient‘s BP value. The systolic value is
determined when the sound starts to appear and the diastolic is determined as the sound
starts to fade away. Prior the advancement of sensor technologies the doctor used a
stereoscope situated on the arm skin to listen to the unique resonance sound.
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Systolic at the start
of sound.

Diastolic at the end
of sound.

Fig .2.2c The start and end of the korotkoff sounds.

The MEMS Displacement Technique (contact piezoelectric):
This is the modern technique of blood pressure (BP) measurement, which depends
on measuring the distance of the push towards the skin surface, caused by the artery
when inflated with blood. Modern sensors can also measure the vibration frequency of
blood flowing inside arteries simply by the attachment of extremely sensitive MEMS
vibrational skin-contact accelerometers situated above the skin on top of the wrist-artery
and on top of the wrist-vein.
The Ultrasonic (ULT.SO) Reflectance Technique:
This is also a modern technique in BP measurement. The intensity of ultrasonic waves
bombarding an artery with high pressure will vary if compared to the intensity of the
waves hitting an artery with normal pressure. Thus, proportionality is established. The
waves entering the flesh will reflect back off the surface of the artery and are sensed by
a receiver.
Blood ―speed/density‖ Rules :
Blood speed BS is inversely proportional to blood pressure, if and only if, blood
density is constant ; Increasing blood density will decrease blood speed.
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2.3 Relationship Between BP Value And Stenoses (Contraction of
capillary walls)

Piston is
fully
moved
down and
liquid
rapidly
flows out.
Piston is
jammed
and liquid
doesn‘t
flow in
the pipe.

Low pressure
Origin of blood
disease formation ,
where the capillary
walls contract
causing high blood
pressure
(hypertension)and
later heart
problems.

Pressure sensor
Closed-ended pipe
creates pressure
inside the pipe.

High pressure of
compressed fluid.

Fig. 2.3

Human blood circulatory system.

Stenosis compresses blood in capillaries. [2]

The Conclusion of This Experiment Is As Follows:
Closed systems generate high pressures when liquid is pumped into it. In the case of
hypertension (high blood pressure), the walls of capillaries contracts which makes the
system a semi-closed system, thus elevating BP to hazardous values. The jammed
piston shows what happens to the heart of a patient having BP problems. This patient
might easily get heart problems.
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This is a very simple demonstrative experiment that we might encounter in everyday
life about the accumulation of pressure in a closed system. (e.g. A garden hose will get
inflated and hardened if a knot is formed at some point along the hose.)

2.4

Advanced “Normal size” Blood Pressure Watches

Blood-Pressure Watches (Contact –Sensor):

Tension adjustment
apparatus (23)

Watch band /belt

:[3]

Fig. 2.4a

Advanced contact BP sensory watch.

The above watch ( Fig 2.4a ) translates the force exerted on the vein walls of the
wrist to a contact piezoelectric sensor attached on watch strip (always in contact with
the skin of the wrist).The selected contact sensor for this watch can sense the deep force
that hardens the tissue beneath the sensor which pushes up the skin. This point is very
vital, since that if a wrong piezoelectric sensor is used, the skin tension force might be
measured instead of the blood pressure force, which pushes up the skin. The skin
tension force might be generated from various hand and wrist movements.
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Blood pressure
sensor (11)

Micro-switch(10)
Support arm(9)

Fig. 2.4.b

Advanced contact BP sensory system.

This sensory system (Fig. 2.4b - above , part of the main watch Fig. 2.4a) has a
mechanical switch which will eject or retrieve the BP sensor(11) in and out of the
watch, depending if the user wants to measure his BP or not. Also, an adjusting
component (23)-(2.4a) is used to control the length and tension of the watch belt (21),
this adjustment is extremely important for the threshold force calibration of the BP
contact sensor. The response of the skin to blood pressure is variable from person to
person, since that the effect of blood pressure on human skin will be much weaker on
fat people than skinny people. (The wrist vein of fat people will be deeply buried under
layers of fat).

2.5

Other Types of Non-invasive General Health Sensors

Piezoelectric Vibration Sensor: [13]
The sensor will use a vibrating material to create proportionality between the
magnitude of BP and the frequency of vibrations of the vein. This material is very
sensitive vibrations and will vibrate itself responding to the vigorous vibrations of blood
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flow as blood squeezes itself in veins. The oscillations of the material will be transferred
to electric current as in the case of all piezoelectric sensors.

Nanotechnology sensors: [44]
The most accurate of all the oscillatory blood-pressure measurement techniques ;
Since that the sensors are usually manufactured to the micro level(MEMS) ,where the
sensors are extremely sensitive to any change in blood pressure due to its tiny size (the
small force and displacement from beneath the skin means a huge displacement for a
micro or nano sensor). The technology was first applied on disposable blood-pressure
sensors.

Mechanical sensors : [6]
These sensors will use a mechanical system (usually a spring) to reflect a
proportionality between the magnitude of the pressure and the magnitude a
displacement change that will occur in the mechanical system and which will usually be
converted into electricity. This system is used in contact blood pressure sensors.

Ultrasonic transducers as a body sensor: [11]
Are used a lot in the medical field (mostly as a visual technique), waves are
continuously hitting an organ and reflecting back until a real time image is formed. The
advantage of this technique over other methods is that the ultrasonic waves can reach
deeply hidden body organs that need to be photographed or monitored.

Acoustic emission: [14], [15]
Acoustic Emission AE is a technology that detects stresses and strains of materials.
AE can read the pressure of a system by reading how much stress can it exert on the
container. The AE emitted by a system is read by an AE sensor that is piezoelectric in
nature, where these signals are converted into electric signals via this sensor. The
frequency range of acoustic emission is approximately between 100 KHz to 1 MHz.
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2.6

Piezoelectric Sensors and Accelerometer sensors For Blood
Pressure Measurement

Electrodes of the accelerometer collect charges. Wires transmit the charge to a
signal conditioner that may be remote or built into the accelerometer. Sensors
containing built-in signal conditioners are classified as Integrated Electronics
Piezoelectric (IEPE) or voltage mode; charge mode sensors require external or remote
signal conditioning. Once the charge is conditioned by the signal conditioning
electronics, the signal is available for display, recording, analysis, or control. [4]

Recommendation:

The (IEPE) technology mentioned in the above paragraph is recommended to be
selected, to be part of the piezoelectric system of our watch. Signal conditioning will
give the sensor more selectivity of accepting or ignoring certain displacement forces,
vibrational forces, or any random movements that can affect the skin in any way. Thus,
IEPE technology will give the watch more accuracy since that it will allow it to
differentiate between extraneous skin movements and BP originated skin movements.
Accuracy is the third most important requirement of the QFD requirements.

2.6.1

Accelerometer Voltage And Calibration

Acceleration (m/s)

0

voltage (V)

Fig.2.6.1 a Acceleration-voltage proportionality graph.
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Accelerometers can be calibrated according to need. Specialised machines can
control and change the sensitivity of the accelerometer or the magnitude of the
frequency by which the device is stimulated.

http://www.wtec.org/loyola/mcc/me
ms_eu/Pages/Chapter-5.html)

Fig. 2.6.1b CSEM 6100 Accelerometer with interface circuitry. [5], [6]

Accelerometer Types:
1) Integrated Accelerometer: Mainly used for sensing vibrations.

2) Strain Gauge accelerometer or (piezoresistive): Specialised in measuring constantacceleration.
3) Servo accelerometer: Very accurate and are suitable for measuring angular
acceleration.
4) MEMS shear accelerometers: (Explained below).
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2.6.2 MEMS Shear Accelerometers

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:
Accel.gif)

Fig. 2.6.2

A depiction of an accelerometer (MEMS) designed at
Sandia National Laboratories.

A problem that might threaten the accuracy of such a device is an extra force that
might be exerted by the seismic mass (changes force into charge), This extra force
originates from the weight of the Seismic mass itself. In other words, the seismic mass
can trigger itself. This might give inaccurate or wrong readings when accelerometers
are on a cm range. Fortunately, this problem is solved, where it is found by the
numerous experiments made that the mass will exert no extra force on the crystal
when the sensor is diminished to a certain micro size. Therefore, a shear accelerometer
will gain practicality (easy to move from place to place) and low cost (since that is
small in size), and at the same time its accuracy will be improved. [7]

2.6.3

A CMOS MEMS Piezoelectric Skin-contact BP Sensor.

A CMOS integrated pressure sensor is manufactured using post-processing steps.
The integrated readout circuitry achieves a resolution of 12bit at a conversion rate of
1kS/s.
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This device, which was fabricated in 2005, can be used as a 24 hour pressure monitor.

Fig. 2.6.3 a

CMOS Integration inside a
sensor. [ 8 ]

Fig. 2.6.3 b Piezoelectric MEMS( mm
range) Accelerometer sensors.

Recommendation:
This milli-range piezoelectric sensor (Fig. 2.6.3b) is highly recommended to be used as
a BP portable system. Thus, using this device, the manufacturing of a blood-pressure
watch, with a normal size, will be possible. This special watch will not be entirely
similar to normal watches, since that the sensor should always be in contact with the
wrist skin. (Possibility of the product : The product is available in the market.)

Accelerometer , pressure, and force blood-pressure sensors :

Fig. 2.6.3c Rearrangement of charged particles.
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Piezoelectricity is formed when the charges of the piezoelectric substance
experiences a rearrangement of locations due to the exertion of an exterior force. This
rearrangement will usually push similar charges on each side, stimulating the generation
of an electric current. Types of piezoelectric materials are : Quartz, man-made
polycrystalline, and piezoceramics.

(http://www.pcb.com/techsupport/tech_gen.
php)

Fig.2.6.3d Types of piezoelectric sensors. [9]
Those are the major types of piezoelectric sensors. Accelerometers measures motion
changes which occurs in a direction compatible with the design of the sensor. Pressure
sensors measures pressure that is exerted on the sensor by means of a specialised
surface or a diaphragm, that resembles the area factor of the equation F=PA, where A
is the area under pressure. A specialised component for the area is established hear to
allow the fluid causing the pressure to even up on this surface where its calculation
would be possible. Finally, force sensors are particularly similar to pressure sensors
except for the surface component, since that the area in the case of a force sensor is
determined by the external force causing the force reading. [10]

Pressure, force, and acceleration sensors all have piezoelectric bases in common,
that is, the method of detection has or uses piezoelectric materials.
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Seismic
mass

piezoelectric
crystals

Fig.2.6.3e Types of configurations.

Shear Mode:

The structure of the sensor is made in a way that will allow the seismic mass to be
extremely sensitive to the slightest motion and it gives it more freedom to be used in
all sorts of applications, in addition to this, it is not affected by the surrounding
temperature.
The preload ring aids in the linearity of the system.

Flexural Mode:
This device is most appropriate for applications where low frequency is used and
where the change can take hours and hours of time (unlike other types of high
frequency where the change has to occur quickly to be understood by the device) .This
long change can be most suitable for construction engineering applications where the
equilibrium with reference to gravity is inspected, or how perpendicular are objects to
each other.
This device is accurate and cheap.
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Compression Mode:
Compression accelerometers are used for high frequency pressure sensing or any
selected application where high frequency is used. This device has limited applications
and low reliability. It is divided into 3 types: (inverted, upright, isolated)

2.7

Acoustic Emission / or Ultrasonic Sensor Technology

2.7.1 Ultrasonic Technology and Ultrasonography

Fig.2.7.1a

Ultrasonography transducer. [11]

Ultrasonic technologies are widely used in medicine for both diagnosis and
treatment. Ultrasonography (producing visual images through ultrasonic rays) can show
real-time videos of : blood vessels, kidneys, liver, brain, main arteries and capillaries,
the heart, bladder, tendons, muscles, lungs, blood particles, and foreign bodies.
The Expert engineers of the technology can modify frequencies of propagation of the
ultrasonic waves so that it can penetrate deep in the body, reaching nearly for any
organ. The size of the Ultrasonography transducer is as big as a shaving machine
(shown in above Fig.). This device cannot be part of the portable watch since that it is
extremely large.
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Miniaturizing this ―Ultrasonography transducer‖ will lead to the extremely
useful development of portable diagnosing systems.

Ultrasound
source

Ultrasound
detector

Tissue
Incident
Ultrasound

Fig.2.7.1b

skin

Blood vessel

Reflected
Ultrasound

Diagram and photo of Ultrasonic blood pressure sensor. [11]

The above photo shows a non-invasive and ultrasonic blood pressure sensor of a
diameter between 2 and 3 cm. The ultrasonic waves penetrate the arm where a receiver
sensor absorbs the changed ultrasonic waves at the other side of the arm. The thickness
of the emitted ultrasonic waves are minimised by how much blood is pressurised, thus
BP can be measured. The only disadvantage of this system is the relatively large size
which won‘t allow it to be part of a normal size watch. If there is a possibility for
miniaturising this sensor it will form a perfect sensor to be part of the medical watch
device. [12]
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2.7.2

Types of AE Sensors

There are different AE sensors of different sizes, shapes, frequencies,
and temperatures of operation.

1) General purpose sensor.
Description and Application: Used for most acoustic emission applications.

2) Wideband sensor.
Description and Application:

Very accurate.

3) Miniaturised sensor.
Description and Application:

Very small sensors (MEMS), 2mm.

4) High temperature tolerance sensor.
Description and Application:

Can operate at temperatures up to 1000ºF (540C), can
be used directly on structure surfaces, used in AE
aerospace engine monitoring applications.

5) Underwater sensor.
Description and Application:

It is used underwater (waterproof). It can be constructed
in water containers, ships, liquid pipes.

6) Low frequency sensor.
Description and Application : For geotechnical and leak detection applications where
long distance detection can be applied.

Recommendation:

Possibility for blood pressure detection: AE pressure sensors are available in the
market (contact and non-contact), unfortunately they are rarely used as BP sensors.
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Only ―Acoustic sensors‖ (different from ―Acoustic Emission sensors‖ ) are applied to
inflatable wrist-devices detecting the extremely low sound of blood flow as a substitute
for the doctor‘s ear.

The Difference between Acoustic sensors and AE sensors :
Acoustic Emission sensors will detect the sound waves that cannot be heard by the
human being which is usually generated from materials under stress , while acoustic
sensors will detect sound that can be heard by people.

Specialised AE Sensors :
1) Fluid Pressure AE sensors.
2) Unidirectional type AE sensor.
3) Differential Type AE sensor.
4) MEMS Type AE sensor.
5) MEMS Airborne (Non- contact) AE sensor.

2.7.3

Fluid Pressure AE Sensors

Fig. 2.7.3

Fluids pressure AE sensor(cm range). [13]
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The AE watch sensor should have the structure of a fluid Pressure Sensing types
(water pipes and containers, petrol pipes, pressurised liquid containers….).
How can this feature help in designing the watch or the watch AE sensor?
This AE sensor attached to the watch is supposed to measure the pressure inside the
veins which contain liquid blood. These sensors (Fig. 2.7.3: above) are made for the
continuous monitoring of gases and liquids high amplitude pressures. Although the
pressure inside veins is not high, the same structure of these sensors can be used for the
watch but with slight changes so that it can measure low levels of pressure.

2.7.4 Unidirectional Type AE Sensor
The unidirectional Acoustic Emission sensor is specialised for the detection of
monitored pipes which are more important than the nearby ones. The device is designed
in a way that surrounding signals from other pipes are rejected .The device can also
identify the source it should be monitoring even if the source will change its position.

How can this feature help in designing the watch?
This device is ideal for blood pressure monitoring since that the patient in certain
situations might be present in a location rich in acoustic activity that might disturb the
detection of the watch sensor (background noise). If this device will be used, the
patients can freely go to locations high in AE activities and still blood monitoring will
not be affected.
Parameters of the unidirectional type [14] :
Model

: 09240

Dimensions

: 38x38 mm.

Weight

: 300 g

Operating temp. : - 65 to 121 C
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Peak sensitivity

: 43 V/ (m/s)

Frequency range : 250-625 KHz

2.7.5

Differential Type AE Sensor

This type of AE sensors has a very sensitive level of detection of low acoustic
emission signals. In addition to this, the sensor can neglect or minimize background
acoustic emission activity to a very low level so that the desired AE source will be
clearer and filtered from the accompanying acoustic activity.

How can this feature help in designing the watch?
Low –AE detection in the case of BP measurement or even vein–pressure
measurement is extremely essential. The acoustic emission signal emitted by the wrist
vein is supposed to be relatively weak, if it should be compared with signals emitted
from factory pipes.

Parameters of the differential type [15]:
Model

: micro30D

Dimensions

: 10x12 mm.

Weight

: ---------

Operating temp. : - 65 to 177 C
Peak sensitivity

: 65 V/ (m/s)

Frequency range : 100-600 KHz
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2.7.6 MEMS Type AE Sensor

(http://www.ece.umn.edu/gro
ups/mems/acoustic_emission.
html )
Fig.2.7.6 Integrated AE sensor (mm range).

The basic advantage of miniaturising AE sensors is the ability to combine several
types in one body without getting a big and bulky sensor, or even combining the sensors
using CMOS technology. If the sensors are not made small, then they will be large and
heavy, making the measurement process unpractical or impossible to be fitted in a wrist
-watch . On the other hand, MEMS sensors are cheap in price, so, even if several MEMs
devices are attached together on the watch, this won‘t affect the price of watch.
How can this feature help in designing the watch?
In the case of vein-pressure measurement by means of an advanced watch,
miniaturisation is a must, since that the diameter of the wrist-veins is small.

Parameters of the MEMS type [16]:
Model

: ------------

Dimensions

: 5x4 mm.

Weight

: 1g
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Operating temp. : --------------Peak sensitivity

: highly sensitive

Frequency range : 100-600 KHz

2.7.7

Airborne Non- contact AE Sensor

This type of AE detection has the advantage of a non-contact method of detection.

How can this feature help in designing the watch?
If there is a possibility of miniaturizing this sensor, it can be attached to the
watch frame around the wrist vessels area to detect the pressure in a non-contact
way (so as not to restrict the patients to keep the frame tight to his wrist).

Parameters of the airborne type:
Model

: AM21

Dimensions

: 29 x 51mm .

Weight

: 81 g

Operating temp. : 0-70 C
Peak sensitivity

: 3 V/ (m/s)

Frequency range : 20-50 KHz

Recommendation:
The non-contact acoustic emission technique is recommended (only if proven to be able
to measure BP) to be used as the major sensing technique of the watch for 2 reasons.
1) Very practical since that it gives freedom and comfort for the person wearing the
watch.
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2) It allows the introduction of cholesterol detection (acoustic methods) through the
vein. (Cholesterol detection is regarded as an example of multi –health
measurement service, the second most important factor in the requirements
table.)
Possibility of the product : Although it is logically obvious that AE can measure blood
pressure by measuring how much its containing vein or artery is hardened, this
technique was never used. There is no literature evidence that a non –contact AE
method or sensor is used for BP measurement.

2.7.8

AE or Ultrasonic Detection (AE/ULT.SO) Of Blood Constituents

Literature evidences that Cholesterol and blood Objects can be detected with
AE/ULT.SO [17]:

Glycerine
molecule

http://www.cardioconnection.org/images/dyslipidemia/subP
ages/d3-3.jpg

Fig. 2.7.8a

Blood stream particles and cells (nano-micro range).

There are AE/ULT.SO devices which are not yet in the market, but has been
directly researched through research papers for blood pressure measurement and other
non-invasive health measurements, or has been indirectly researched through similar
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experiments, situations, or research papers, will form a logical proof that the devices
can be applied on blood pressure measurement and health measurements at the same
time; If and only if, these systems are to work if miniaturised.
AE and ULT.SO sensors can measure how compact a material is or how loose it is.
That is, it can measure the magnitude of strain experienced by a material, which implies
that AE and ULT.SO can be used for BP measurement by sensing how much vein walls
are stretched as a result of BP on the inner walls.

receiver
sensor

Acoustic
source(ultrasonic)
(http://www.freepatentsonline.com/20040006409.pdf)

Fig. 2.7.8b

Active acoustic spectroscopy in factories (cm range).

Literature proves that ULT.SO can detect solid particles inside liquid or multi-phase
liquid inside liquid.
An Acoustic source is attached to a liquid container which contains emulsions
(Fig. 2.7.8b). The source emits acoustic signals by means of a pressure pulser or a
vibrational pulser which sends these waves through the container liquid. An acoustic
receiver is waiting on the other side to detect theses acoustic waves. A different result
interpreted by the receiver sensor (which is an ULT.SO sensor) resembles different
nature, amount, size, and properties of the emulsions. The frequency of the signal
cannot be more than 20 kHz. It is also proven that ULT.SO technology was able to
detect minute organic cellulose particles and starch in water or other organic liquids.
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This is a logical and literature proof that AE/ULT.SO is a good technique, but the AE
method is used much less than the ULT.SO method in medical detections, this is why it
will not be selected as part of our product systems.
Like the electromagnetic method, AE applications in the medical fields are minimal
compared with infrared , optical methods , and ULT.SO, therefore selecting it as a basic
sensory system can be a risk; Especially that its abilities in detecting glucose and
cholesterol in the blood are not tested yet by any literature that we have any knowledge
about.

Limitations of the possibility of AE/ULT.SO detection of blood emulsion, glucose,
and cholesterol:
AE and ULT.SO devices can detect 3-dimensional vein shapes and forms (very
similar to 3-dimen. blood particles) even if they are buried under flesh. [18]

ULT.SO can also detect hard particles in oil ( sand particles) , thus , it might be
possible for the same ULT.SO system to detect hard alien particles in the blood stream
like germs , tiny stone-like particles that reaches the blood stream and cause illnesses;
ULT.SO can also do blood inspection for any extraneous bodies that might be harmful
to the human being. [19]
A feature that has to be added to our medical device is the detection of vein –
stenoses (narrowing of vein walls). We should not forget that vein stenoses can be the
primary cause of BP disease (hypertension) acquired by the elderly people. Therefore,
detecting stenoses can be another way of detecting blood pressure, owing to the fact that
BP (hypertension only) occurs when the artery and vein walls of the human body starts
to experience stenoses.
The latest work on artery detection (mentioned in the above paragraphs about blood
objects detection),

is a medical device [20] used to detect 3-dimensional volumes of

blood vessels, even that they are buried under the body flesh, which means that
stenoses can be detectable. An array of contact-ULT.SO sensors can be used to detect
the stenoses veins under the inspected area.
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2.8

Infrared Sensors (non-contact) : Types of Infrared rays And
Their Applications

Fig. 2.8

Non-contact infrared Thermometer (cm range). [21]

To measure heat radiated from a surface (human hand) the D:S ratio has to be
calculated. D:S means ratio of distance of emitted ray(from the LED to the surface) over
the spot area that the ray forms on the surface (shown on the above photo: red spot).

Infrared rays can be divided into many types and used in many applications. NearIR: is absorbed by water. Short wavelength-IR: has total water absorption. Mid
wavelength-IR: applied in heat sensor technology. Long wavelength-IR: known as
―thermal imaging technology‖, where hot objects only are versioned. [22]

Thermal detectors (photocathode) detect infrared radiation (not heat) which
originates from hot objects. This Process is completely different from spectroscopy and
from infrared thermograph. Spectroscopy is a method of detecting substances; IR
thermograph means: using infrared technology as a sort of camera to watch the presence
of heated and cold objects around us and it mainly uses ―mid infrared rays‖.
Infrared spectroscopy can be used as a non-contact sensing method (like AE and
ULT.S), which can even be more powerful than AE/ULT.SO since that it has the
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ability to select and detect particular substances from a collection, that is, it can be an
excellent identification technology.
Therefore, it is very likely that this technology( infrared identification)should be used
as part of a ― multi-health measuring device‖ ; A device that measures more than blood
pressure, probably glucose level in blood or even cholesterol level(as requested by old
age patients –QFD).

2.8.1

Pulse Oximeter

(http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Pulse_oximeter)

Fig. 2.8.1

A portable pulse oximeter (cm range).

A pulse oximeter measures oxygen level under the skin. Infrared rays pass through
a thumb, penetrating it until it reaches a sensor on the opposite side. This sensor
measures the portion of rays that manages to escape from the thumb barrier. Blood
which is fully oxygenated will have a totally different reading from one which lacks
oxygen, thus this is how oxygen is being measured.
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2.8.2 Direct Probing and Reflectance Probing

LED

Fig. 3.7
Fig. 2.8.2

thumb

photodiode

A portable pulse oximeter (cm range).
Direct infrared probing method.

Using reflectance probing, IR detection of oxygenated blood will still be possible
since that the IR ray will be reflected back (diffracted) after a partial penetration through
the blood under the skin.

[http://jp.hamamatsu.com/en/rd/technology

/health/rdot.html]

2.9

Electromagnetic Methods

Blood stream

Blood flow
sensor
(disposable
sensor)
Electromagnetic
core

Fig. 2.9a Disposable and invasive electromagnetic BP sensor. [23]
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This is the only literature found for measuring BP electromagnetically. This
method is an invasive method, therefore it will be excluded from the evaluation scheme
of the non-invasive medical measuring techniques, but the general electromagnetic
technique will still be evaluated since that it is used at the present for a number of
medical applications other than BP measurement.

The Technique [24]:
Since that haemoglobin particle in the blood contains iron molecules, the passage
of blood stream containing iron through a wire coil will be similar to passing a
conducting metal rod with your hand pushing it through a coil of wire with a magnetic
field. This popular physics experiment induces current in the wire coil, which can be
measured precisely by ammeters.

Non-invasive Electromagnetic Glucose Measurement Devise :

Discs :for
glucose
collection .
g : glucose
molecules
Non-invasive method
of glucose
measurement using a
portable
device (watch).[24]

+ : positive
ions.

- : negative
ions.

: Glucose molecules are pulled through the
skin . This method is a substitute for blood
sampling.

Fig. 2.9 b A glucose measurement skin-permeable Advanced Watch(California 2007).
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The watch generates a low electric current at the surface of the skin; Since that
glucose molecules have a positive charge they will slowly move upwards penetrating
the skin( in 30 min). Then glucose will be collected in discs at the lower surface of the
watch (the surface which is in contact with the skin). The watch will measure the
glucose quantity by means of an electromagnetic sensor. [26], [27]

Recommendation (for G2 Biographer – up) :

This factor supports the QFD requirement No.1: solutions for ―old age‖ problems.
This technique eliminates the finger pinching for blood sampling which saves old
people from a lot of pain, but unfortunately this watch has to be tight to the wrist so that
the inner surface of the watch will have a firm contact with the skin for the glucose
molecules penetration to occur smoothly from the blood stream to the skin, and finally
to the watch discs. The tightness of the watch to the wrist makes it uncomfortable in
wearing but it will always be better than pinching.

This technique is fairly recommended since that it supports the most important
requirement of the QFD study.
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2.10
2.10.1

Glucose and old-age -care Devices.
Recommendation: Wristband Transmitters

Emergency box
Communicator

Wristband
transmitter
connected to
call-center

Necklace device instead
of wrist device
Medical –help
call center

http://www.medscope.org/

Fig. 2.10.1

Old-age-care devices.

These devices which are currently available in the market ( for a monthly
payment of 35 dollars) are extremely useful for old-age users since that it provides
them instantaneous communication, vocal help, and provides advice; But it still not very
useful for people with hearing problems. An added improvement to this system should
be a headphone that is inseparable from the wrist device, and also no need for the big
emergency communicator (white box - Fig. 2.10.1). The communicator is a stationery
device that is placed inside the house to transfer the voice of the elderly and disabled
people in a hands-free manner to the help-center, if they are to be in danger or cannot
use their mobile phones. The basic problem concerning this ―white box communicator‖,
is that it cannot be a help for old people with a weak hearing sense which is a very
common problem among the elderly. While the old-age user is in danger the device
might be far away from him, situated in a room different and far away from the accident
place, this means that not only the user cannot hear the help-advice clearly but also he
might not be able to hear it at all. This is why it is preferred to talk directly to the watch,
or wrist–device instead of depending on a separate remote device (white- box
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communicator) that can be a help only when the distance conditions are perfect and
when the user is inside the house since that it is not portable.

2.11

Multi-health Measurement Systems

2.11.1 Advanced Watch Multi-health Measurement System

: [28]

Fig. 2.11.1

Advanced medical monitoring watch.

This portable health system is a product of ―FitSence Company‖. This watch
has the following features, all in one watch: Weight management, body fat
and weight management, blood pressure, blood glucose, health and wellness,
Disease management.

Small sensors are distributed at different locations on the skin (5 main locations), the
sensors send signals to the watch.
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Recommendation:

This product is not very suitable for old people since that has low practicality and it
is not easy to use, the sensors has to be situated in different places which means that the
user has to take them off and put them on again regularly after having a shower. The
device is not a comfortable one but it has a high ingenuity factor and it is highly
advanced. Also, it is a perfect Multi –health measuring system.

2.11.2 EEG-form Multi-health Measurement System and monitoring
Recent research has proven that a considerable amount of physiological health
status and physiological diseases could be spotted in its early stages with the FMRI
technology.
Because the EEG device is an indication of such diseases, EEG technology is now
regarded as an alternative hospital test to other tests like blood tests, radioactive rays
tests that indicates illnesses, and measure biological quantification of the
human body.[29]

2.11.3

Blood Sugar Level, Oxygen, And Carbon dioxide Level

The EEG can detect blood sugar level through the ―signal identification technology‖
which is used nowadays for video games control or other laboratory or medical uses.
A certain health problem affects certain parts of the brain, making them more active.
This extra activity can be shown on the FMRI images especially if it is compared with
the brain images before the health problems occur. A specific signal will be established
for this ―extra activity‖ in the brain. The established signal will be stored in the medical
EEG memory, so that if the user will ever experience a health problem (high blood
sugar), the device will warn the user that his blood sugar level has reached the
dangerous levels. [30], [31]
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How are the disease signals detected?

The disease signal coming from the brain is compared (by means of a buffer) with a
database of already stored disease signals in the EEG-headphones memory. Prior the
signal comparison stage the signal is amplified and refined, and then, it is converted
from its analogue state to a digital state. [32]

2.11.4 General Health Detection

Physiological stress is an extremely important health issue that might affect the
human life and happiness, and productivity, and at the same time can be a cause for
serious mental and biological diseases like depression and liability to infection.
Detecting stress can at least inform the user that things are not going well, and that his
body is experiencing stress, especially if it will be measured through a device which can
specify the intensity of stress (normal stress, high stress). At this point, when the
consumer is informed that he is being stressed out he can take more care with his health,
knowing that for example, he should reduce the stressful work, solve social problems
that might be the reason for the stress, or at least take a little bit more care with his
health since that stress reduces the bodies immunity in fighting infections.
Work has been done on this topic in Nov 2007 (United States). The stress levels of a
number of subjects have been measured to prove that physiological problems produce
stress, and that this stress can be detected and imaged with the FMRI machine.
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Fig. 2.11.4

An EEG processor with a user-warning Algorithm. [33]

Research has been made (Jan / 2006) on the prediction of disease in its early stages
via a portable EEG device. The study measures the intensity and type of the disease
using a database of brainwave images and a processor (Fig. 2.11.4) which identifies
disease signals as they start small and grow large indicating the beginning of disease
infection. The processor acts as a diagnostic doctor waiting for specific symptoms to
arise in exact sequential time intervals or at the same time, which indicates the
probability of acquiring a certain disease( information about disease symptoms, timings
of symptoms, frequency of occurrence of these symptoms , and intensity of the
symptoms are already stored in memory as data, extracted from pathological medical
sources ) . [33]

(Physiological stress. [34], Health monitoring algorithm [33], Headache [35], body
fatigue [35],)
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2.12 QFD Quality Function Deployment

The definition of a QFD study :

Is the evolution of a product by translating customer voice, as a first step of 5
different steps which will eventually lead to forming the product ; and the needs for
its manufacturing: (Can sometimes be called house of quality , or relationship
matrix.).

There can be two major purposed of the QFD study or QFD matrixes. The first
purpose is the evaluation and comparison between various commercial products,
techniques, or mechanisms (usually 3-5) in terms of how much each product/technique
satisfies the customer preferences (requirements). The second purpose is product
development, where the customer preferences, which vary in type and importance, are
implemented in the product accordingly as product features that serve these preferences.
Examples of customer preferences are : Reliability, speed, robustness, price.
Examples of product features that serve ―Speed‖ are : Fast detection system, fast
product processor , small time interval of the whole measurement.
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2.12.1 An Example of A QFD Analysis And Product Development
Methodology [36]
QFD Matrixes:

Unity or contradiction matrix : The ideal matrix will have this section completely
filled with red dots with no crosses ,which means that the product components
supports each others‘ functions and do not contradict each others‘ functions.

Engineering Matrix
(design characteristics)

Old-age consumers‘
requirements
Evaluation of different
techniques
Technique rankings

New product parameters

Relationship matrix : The ideal matrix will
have this section completely filled with red
dots , with no hollow dots or triangles. Which
means that the product components/features
are perfectly selected to meet the requirements
of the product.

Fig. 2.12.1a

Labelled QFD House of Quality matrix.
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A Mobile Phone Example:

This is the main QFD matrix (Fig. 2.12.1b) for comparing different models of
the product. The customer needs (requirements) are plotted against the design
characteristics/features.

The small amount of red dots shows that the product sub-systems do not really serve
the product. (That is, serve the requirements of the product, there are barely any
relationships between the different parts of the product and the customer needs).
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Fig. 2.12.1b

QFD matrix (customer needs vs. design characteristics).
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A more detailed study can show us the Design Characteristics plotted against the
Part Characteristics.

Fig. 2.12.1c

QFD matrix (design characteristics vs. part characteristics).
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A further more detailed study (Fig. 2.12.1d), shows us the Part Characteristics
against the Process characteristics (the manufacturing process of each component).
The matrix will now try to study relationships between the sub-parts and the machines
that are supposed to build them.

The advantage of this matrix is that it can inform the product engineer how much the
machines he will use for the manufacturing of this product are compatible with each and
every sub-part. And the most important question.......can these factory machines build
the product?

Fig. 2.12.1d

QFD matrix (part characteristics vs. process characteristics).
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2.13

Literature Review of the Technologies Implemented In The
Watch-headphone

Recommendation:

This review supports the customer voice requirement no 5, of the QFD study (ch4),
which is the ingenuity of the product.

2.13.1 Commercial Advanced Watches with multiple functions.

Fig. A

Fig. E

Fig. B

Fig. C:

Fig. F

Fig. D
:

Fig. G

Fig.2.13 Commercial Advanced Watches. [37], [38], [39], [40], [41]
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Fig. A shows a mobile monitoring system from Loughborough university-UK :
This phone can send remote signals for 4 medical health aspects to the doctor holding
the phone, including blood pressure and glucose. The device is still under development.
Fig. B shows a watch that can measure its owner‘s speed of movement using
Accelerometer technology. Fig. C shows a watch cell phone. Fig. D shows a watch
that can measure its owners distance from the ground by means of an Altimeter
(measures height).

Fig. E shows a Blue tooth MP3 and MP4 watch.

Fig. F: (Walkie

Talkie) shows a watch that allows communication with friends .Fig. G : Dec/2006Japan shows a mobile phone that helps patients breath.

2.13.2 Processors size compatibility.

Examples of Small size and high capacity processors that can be used for medical
portable devices :

Processors and storage can be really made small and miniaturised, depending on the
type of processor we use. Our integrated watch can be as big as this watch
(Fig H) , since that most of the storage facilities used in this photo are advanced and
miniaturised. This way, our watch can stay close to the size of everyday worn
watches. [42]

This Body ―vital signs‖ watch (Fig. 2.13.2) can measure blood oxygenation level,
body temperature, BP, heart pulse, and respiratory rate. The last four are the vital signs
of the human body which are mentioned in chapter 3.
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: [43]

: [43]

Fig.2.13.2 Harvard researched medical watch.

2.13.3 MEMS Computer-Chips

The computer chips are becoming smaller and smaller. Semiconductor and wafer
technology are now developing what is called ―chip-on-MEMS‖ methodology, where
the computer chip which is usually outside the MEMS wafer (in a CMOS circuit) is
now part of it. That is, the chip is becoming a tiny built-in part inside the MEMS device.
As the technology progresses, future computers will become dramatically miniaturised.
[44], [45]

2.13.4

NEMS Computer-chips – Millipede Memory - (Nano-scale Memory
Units)

In 2007, IBM has developed the Millipede Memory technology.
It combines the atomic microscope technology and nanotechnology together, to produce
1000 times more storage capacity. The storage units of this device are in terabytes.
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Fig.2.13.4 Millipede Memory. [46]

2.13.5 Processors for Embedded Systems
Embedded processors are small size processors used for a specific purpose: mobiles,
pocket computer, minicomputers, PDA s, and other specialised functions like traffic
light signal processors. Embedded processors are shrunk in size due to the scarcity of
space in the devices they are supposed to fit in. This makes these devices extremely
convenient to be added to our limited space watch.

ARM Processors:
Arm processors are processor manufacturers that are specialised in embedded
systems for portable devices (similar to our product). Their processor sales have reached
up to 75% of the portable electronic devices market.
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2.13.6 FMRI Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging &EEG

Timeline of the development of a commercial EEG product:

Fig.2.13.6 a Emotiv 2006 joysrick. [47]

First, in 2006, this product (Fig.2.13.6a) was developed by ―Emotiv‖ as a brainwave
joystick for computer games. This was their first brainwave control headset with 16
electrodes mounted to read the brain signals of the user and interpret them as computer
game commands. The computer processor is attached on the rare side of the helmet (red
box), as it is shown on the above photo. This processor is part of the helmet; it is not
separated like other EEG products. The electrodes used are of a dry type. In other
words, it doesn‘t need covering the scalp with an electro-conducting gel, as it is the case
of a laboratory EEG system.

Only recently, are the EEG products beginning to commercialise, although the EEG
and FMRI technology have been developed for a considerable amount of years. The
main usage of these products are video games and computer cursor control (a substitute
for the computer mouse).
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Fig.2.13.6 b Emotiv 2007 joystick. [48]

This is Emotiv‘s second brainwave control headset (2007) with 14 electrodes (Fig.
2.13.6b). The processor is separated from the helmet (wireless). The product is also
used for video games control, but it is fairly smaller in size than the old version. The
lower curves shown on the above photo clips to the ears to give the product a firm hold
on the head.
This new design makes it easier for the user to wear the product than the old version.

Fig. 2.13.6 c
―OCZ
Technology‖
joystick.
[49]

Next is the OCZ company joystick, built by ―OCZ Technology‖ (California Mar/2008) . Similar to the Belgian thermal energy EEG (Fig. 2.13.6d), this product is
also made out of 3 dry electrodes for signal identification. The above photo clearly
shows the 3 diamond shaped parts of the black bow which goes over the head of the
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user. The photo also shows the separate processor cube beneath the bow, which is
wirelessly connected to the bow.

Fig. 2.13.6 d IMEC Solar
EEG product in 4/2008. [50]

The third EEG product was developed by ―IMEC‖ (a Belgian laboratories and
research company – in April/2008). This EEG is more advanced than the other types. It
is self energized extracting its power from the scalp heat and from light, converting
them into voltage. Only 3 electrodes are utilized in this system. This EEG was built to
scan brain diseases , plus general brain signal monitoring(for experimental
purposes).Gradually, since 2006, the EEG devices are taking the shape of a headphonelike product, which is a concept similar to our proposed product. The processor of this
product is separate from the product, and it is actually a processor of a nearby personal
computer that wirelessly sends and receives data. The product identifies the users‘ brain
signal only through the 3 electrodes and a miniaturised integrated circuit.
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Fig.2.13.6 e NeuroSky EEG joystick and music headphones.
[51] , [52]

Fig. 2.13.6e (above) is the most advanced and latest product (May/2008) of all the
above demonstrated EEG systems. Manufactured by NeuroSky California, this product
has only one dry electrode. Similar to our convertible product, this product has audio
headphones and a built-in miniaturized processor inside the headphones body.
Apart from being an EEG product, it can also be used for listening to music.
As a substitute for numerous electrodes, an eye-tracking component was
proposed, which is very useful if the product has to be used instead of a computer
mouse for surfing and cursor control. This product is mainly built for video games
control and cursor control, where the eye-tracking component detects the direction of
vision of the eyes to locate the cursor at the exact position where these detected
directions point. The eye tracking component is shown on the above photo, a strip, at
right angles to the headphone body.

2.14

Summary

A lot of medical techniques where reviewed in this chapter, some are very
convenient to be part of a medical product but others are not. From this gathered
literature of medical devices, techniques, and products we are going to have our
building blocks of the medical product under study. Advanced watch technologies,
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advanced watches, and an insight of how these technologies work are also briefly
explained.
A more detailed explanation is added to explain how certain sensory
technologies(ultrasonic)can probe each and every constituent of the blood, or how
electric charges can extract sugar molecules from the wrist of the user without even
having the slightest sensation on the skin surface.
All of these technologies are purely non-invasive, including the EEG system.
There was emphasis on general health status, in the EEG section of this chapter, to
support the second most important requirement of the customer voice which is a need of
a multi-health measurement device. The nearest product to our more developed product
in chapter 7 (multimedia product- look at Appendix A) is the NeuroSky EEG, which
contains audio headphones for listening to music. The embedded processor technology,
the Millipede technology, and the MEMS computer chips technology are introduced in
our study to decrease our convertible product size as much as possible, since that these
technologies are part of the miniaturisation science of Nanotechnology.
In the next chapter, chapter 3 we will be evaluating the importance of various
measurement techniques and sensor technologies. We will also be evaluating the
importance of the product components and features, in order for us to eliminate
non-important components and keep important ones as part of the product.
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Chapter 3 :

Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
Evaluations of Product Subsystems

3.1 Introduction
The evaluation of the existing non-invasive medical techniques will be performed
using a QFD Evaluation methodology (these will give different weights for different
features or customer requirements). After the comparison, a sensor will be nominated.
That is, it will have the highest point though a marking system which will be based on
the compatibility of the sensor with the customer voice; and it will be given a rank of
(1). Then, QFD matrices Quality function deployment will be established to show
relationship between components and customer requirements, components with other
components, and components with other engineering aspects.

3.2 The Selected Segment and Statistics
The elderly segment of the UK society are not happy with the portable devices that
reads there medical status (if they do exist in the first place). Different people of
variable income, demography, and education level have common opinions that the
portable medical technology is not good enough. Since they have a lot of health
problems, due to the old age, they have claimed that they are in an urgent need of a
portable medical device that can inform them about their exact health status. Frankly
speaking, a large percentage of them is complaining that this device doesn‘t even exist,
and that they hate the fact that electronic medical devices can only test their health
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status inside the hospital and that these devices are not portable, which makes it most of
the time useless, especially when an old woman /man have serious health problems
which makes it hard for them to go to the hospital (transport). Most old men/women
have complained about the fact that portable general health measurement devices are
not even sold in the market (pharmacies and hospitals ) and that most of them are
specialised for one type of measurement( glucose measurement device, cholesterol
measurement device, body temperature thermometer ).
A lot of interviewed samples of old age people have commented about the existence
of portable electronic devices that are watch-like devices but are much larger in size
than the normal watch , these devices , as they have claimed , reads blood pressure
automatically with a press of a button. Around 70% of the questioned old men/women
have recommended these devices, but they have complained from the fact that they
can‘t be worn 24 hours, since that they are large in size.

3.3 The Qualitative and Quantitative Research Methodology
This research methodology establishes the customer requirements from the opinions
of people in a conversation –wise manner (qualitative research) writing there subjective
personal opinions on paper. At the same time it will accurately measure quantitative
selections of particular features with questionnaires.

As a first step, we will interview some of the elderly people (40-70 years) in
London. The interviews will produce a statistical report of how much the present
non-invasive medical portable products are needed or demanded by them , and what is
really missing or the disadvantages of such devices. According to the QFD system, the
registered information extracted from the individuals is called ―Customer Voice‖.
The voice or opinion of the interviewed people will then be transformed into
product requirements in the form of comprehensive and short statements; These
statements should show exactly what they need, or expect from their portable medical
devices.
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3.3.1

Qualitative (about opinions and preferences)

A group of 20 participants in the streets of London (age: approx.40 -70) where
interviewed (fast interviews in the street) and asked about the features that they would
like to be present in their own portable health watch, if they should have one.

Step1

:

Asking them questions to extract ideas about what their best device should
have or include.

E.g.
“What health aspect do you prefer to be measured before any other aspect?”
This question was asked to find out if certain types of measurements are more
important than other type of measurements for the old-age segment.
Answers of the segment imply that: There is no preference. Because they have different
types of diseases, each individual had selected a measurement of his disease or his own
health problem.
“How do you think the device should look like?”
This question allows us to have a basic idea of how the device should look like.
Answers of the segment imply that: Appearance is not an issue for the segment,
although some people have mentioned the idea of ―a good looking device‖.

“Do you prefer the device to be a portable device kept in your pocket, or should you
prefer it to be built-in inside your watch?”
To confirm that watches and mobile phones have a much stronger business-image than
portable medical devices.
Answers of the segment implies that : They prefer it to be a portable medical watch
that shows time on the screen as well as medical measurements of their health status.
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“What if the device is expensive, are you going to buy it?”
To make sure that the device will not be that expensive that the old-age segment will
not be able to purchase it.
Answers of the segment imply that: Most of the interviewed samples have claimed they
prefer a cheap product, but they can still purchase expensive ones if it really good and if
it can measure a lot of health aspects.

“Do you really need a medical portable device?”
This question is established to emphasise and confirm the essential need for a general
health measurement portable device.
Answers of the segment imply that : There is a great need from the elderly segment for
such devices , and most of the questioned individuals have claimed that they don‘t think
that these devices exist since that they have never came across them in supermarkets,
pharmacies, or electronics shops in the UK.

Step2

:

Writing their opinions on a notebook.

E.g.

Here Are some of the Opinions Recorded by the Interviewer :
“It takes a lot of time to measure my blood sugar level”
“I can’t use these devices, ………..my daughter knows how to use them and she helps
me in taking the reading.”
“I have a good wrist – blood pressure measuring device, but it’s too big and heavy.”
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“It hurts when my finger is pinched …..sometimes a lot of blood comes out …….and it is
hard for me to stop it , I need something safer and more practical in order to measure
my glucose or blood sugar level”.

Step3

:

The conversion of customer voice (the above mentioned opinions) into
requirements (summarised customer preferences) :

Table. 3.3.1 Conversion of customer voice into customer needs/requirements.

(conversion )
Customer voice

Requirements

-It hurts when my finger is pinched.

safety

-I want a product that has a fare price.

moderate price

- Sometimes the readings are totally

accuracy of readings

different,…………… I think the device I am using is not
that accurate. ( invasive glucose device)
-I have a good wrist – blood pressure measuring device,

comfort

but it‘s too big and heavy.
- I never buy these devices,……. I have other more

Design ingenuity

dangerous diseases to worry about than blood-pressure. I
need a device that can lower my blood pressure if
possible, like the pills I swallow to level up my bloodpressure.
-It takes a lot of time to measure my blood sugar level.

quick measuring

- I would like to buy something that can read a lot of

Design multi-health-measuring

things , not only my heart pulse rate(e.g. sugar level,
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cholesterol level, No of calories, nutrition level, my
temperature if I am not feeling well).

-sometimes I forget to use it everyday.

Automation and reliability

- I can‘t see clearly …..the numbers on my device screen

Solutions for the ―old age‖

……….,although the screen is large.

problems.

-I can‘t use these devices, ………..my daughter knows
how to use them and she helps me in taking the reading.
- The colours are not that good, I want something that

attraction

looks awesome.

- I would love to have something that is easy to use,

easy to use

because I am finding difficulties using my arm-blood
pressure device.

3.3.2

Step4

Quantitative (close-ended multiple choice questionnaire)

:

A group of 100 participants in the streets of London
(age: approx.40 - 70) were given close-ended multiple choice
questionnaire to fill instantaneously. There is only one question to
be answered(Table. 3.3.2a). The segments given the question included:
Different occupations , men and women , different nationalities living
in the UK, living in different regions outside and inside of London,
suffering from serious and non-serious diseases, normal and physically
disabled, normal and obese ). The participants were initially asked
about their age to make sure that they fall in the required age-range.
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The questionnaire is made up of a 1 page and 1 question, and it took the participants a
maximum time of 1 minute to answer the question. This question is established from the
customer requirements extracted from customer opinions.

The question states:

Table. 3.3.2a

Close-ended multiple choice questionnaires.

Which of the following features you need most if you
are to have a portable medical device?
( tick your choice)
Safety
moderate price
accuracy of
readings
comfort
Design ingenuity
quick measuring
multi-healthmeasuring device
reliability
Solutions for the
―old age‖
problems.
attraction
easy to use
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Table. 3.3.2b

Requirements frequency of occurrence.

(The number of times each requirement is being selected from a questionnaire)

Requirements

Frequency of occurrence.

1-Solutions for the ―old age‖
problems.

15

2- Multi-health-measuring
design/system

14

3- Accuracy of readings

14

4- Easy to use

12

5- Design ingenuity

8

6- safety

8

7- comfort

6

8- reliability

5

9- moderate price

4

10-attraction

3

11-quik measuring

3

Frequency of occurrence converted to a rate of (0-5):

Now we will change these values (occurrence values) to a simple value between 1
and 5 (1-5), so that all the ―sensor techniques‖ will be ranked according to it, and they
will be given a ranking system (1-5). These sensor rankings has to have a ranking less
than or equal to the converted ranking which is exactly 5.

The above table is the ideal rank, generating the qualities and features of the ideal
portable health measuring product.
That is, this above table is the new product itself , but in an ―information form‖.
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Different requirements of this form (universality, reliability, safety ,…..etc)
resemble different design aspects of the new product with different proportions,
important and unimportant, waiting to be considered before building or manufacturing
the product.

Table. 3.3.2c

Frequency of occurrence converted to a max. rank of 5.

Requirements

1-solutions for
the ―old age‖ problems

FOC frequency
of occurrence
(15 patients)

Planned level on
the QFD
graph=customer
voice ideal values
= FOC/3

15

5

2- Multi-health-measuring
system

14

4.7

3- accuracy of readings

14

4.7

4- easy to use

12

4

5- design ingenuity

8

2.7

6- safety

8

2.7

7- comfort

6

2

8-reliability

5

1.7

9- moderate price

4

1.3

10-attraction

3

1

11-quick measuring

3

1
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3.4 Explanation of the Rating System of The Evaluation Tables

A=

No. of features supporting the requirement. (max 5 points)

B = Importance/weight of feature. (max 5 points for each feature).
C =Requirement value. (max 5 points)
C can be :

= D equivalent to the preferences of customer voice.
< D does not meet the demands of customer voice.
> D exceeds the demands of customer voice.

D = Customer voice requirements value. (max 5 points)

Example:
A

B
Importance Weight

C = The Sum
(Sigma) of the
importance of
the features(B).

No of
features(
max 5
point)
1

5= Very important

5

1

3 = important

3

1

1= slightly important

1

1

0= not important

0

1

-1=opposite to requirement
(needs 1 to become 0=not
important).

-1

= 8
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+

Total Requirement value for 1 feature (A=1) =

(1 x B) =C

Total Requirement value when (A=2) = (B1) + (B2) = C
Total Requirement value when (A=3) = (B1) + (B2) + (B3) = C
( B1=importance of the first feature , B2=importance of the second feature ,
B3=importance of the third feature , B4=importance of the fourth feature ,

3.5

QFD Evaluations of the (4) Best Selected Sensors

I)

MEMS Airborne (Non- contact) AE/ULT.SO Medical sensor.

II)

A CMOS –based (mille-range) skin-contact and piezoelectric sensor.

III)

MEMS Infrared Medical sensors (non-contact).

IV) MEMS Electromagnetic method (noncontact).

3.5.1 Reasons Why These 4 Specific Techniques were selected
Compatibility with The Medical Watch under Study: These sensors are all entirely
non contact (except for II-CMOS skin-contact), which will enable medical
measurements of the hand-wrist area while the watch is experiencing loose and random
movements away and toward the wrist skin. This type of system with unfixed sensor
positions is in a great need for a non-contact system. The CMOS sensor is selected for
its high resolution. The CMOS BP system is unique in this feature. The other above
systems lack the high resolution of the CMOS sensor. Attaching the CMOS sensor to
the watch means that the watch belt should always be in contact with the system and
this will hinder the practicality of the product. Therefore, it was suggested that an extra
ribbon containing the sensor should be worn by the user, should the CMOS sensor
evaluation table prove that it is the NO. 1 (best) sensor to be selected as the medical
sensory method of the watch. The ribbon will be made out of a thin rubber layer so that
it will be comfortable for the user wearing it. Two sensors will be attached to the ribbon
so that they will always be sticking to the 2 main wrist veins area to the left and right of
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the wrist. The measurement information will be wirelessly transmitted to the watch, as
this technique is previously applied in the medical watch literature.

Table. 3.5.2

Requirements

1-Solutions
for
the “old age”
problems

( I ) : Evaluation Table For MEMS AE/ULT.SO (non-contact)
Medical Sensors

Requirement Features

( adv. /disadv.)

The non-contact AE/ULT.SO techniques are very

A B

C

D

1 4

4

5

5

4.7

3

4.7

suitable and safe for old people, unlike the inflation
products that might squeeze up their arm tissue.

2- A multihealthmeasuring
system

AE/ULT.SO are not proven to work if
miniaturised.
1) ULT.SO can provide a 3D image of many

=4
2

3

body organs.
+2
____

2) AE/ULT.SO can be used for the detection
of all sorts of particles in the blood stream,
which prepares the system for further
developments increasing the number of
detected particles for health monitoring

=5

services.

3- Accuracy of 1) The fact that the sensor is non-contact eliminates
readings
one common uncertainty factor between all sensors,
which is the precise position of the sensor exactly
on the wrist vein.

3

1
1
+1
____
=3

2) Some non-contact ULT.SO sensors are capable
of sensing a collection of veins or capillary beds
which makes the measurement much more
accurate.
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3)The nature of the technique is more accurate than
other techniques(waves).

4- Easy to use

The non-contact ULT.SO measurement makes it

1 2

2

4

3

2.7

4

2.7

4

2

2

1.7

easy.

5- Design
ingenuity

AE/ULT.SO are not proven to work if
miniaturised.
1) Some AE/ULT.SO sensors can withstand high
temperatures. (durable).

=2
2

1
+2
____

2) An advanced wave propagation system.
6- Safety

=3
4

AE/ULT.SO has no danger on the skin or any part

1 =4

of the human body.

7- Comfort

The non-contact AE/ULT.SO detection method

1 4

will allow the watch body to move freely against
the wrist.(unlike the available BP devices)

8- Reliability

Farely reliable

=4

1 2

AE/ULT.SO are not proven to work if
miniaturised.

=2

9- moderate
price

1) AE/ULT.SO can sometimes be expensive.

1 =1

1

1.3

10- Attraction

The attraction of the watch will rise from its

1 2

2

1

4

1

numerous functionalities of ULT.SO added to it, a
perceptive sort of attraction.
11- Quick

AE/ULT.SO will provide continuous monitoring

measuring

of BP, 1 reading will occur automatically every 5
sec through the hours of the day.
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=2
1 4
=4

(II): Evaluation Table for CMOS –based (mille-range) Skincontact And Piezoelectric Sensor

Table. 3.5.3

Requirements

1-Solutions for
the “old age”
problems

Requirement Features

A B

C

D

1 2

2

5

5

4.7

1 5

5

4.7

1 1

1

4

2

2.7

3

2.7

1

2

The sticking factor will create a problem for the elderly
people.

=2

2- A multihealthmeasuring
system

Contact piezoelectric accelerometers can be used as a

1 5

heart pulse sensor when positioned nearby the wrist=5

vein pulsing area.

3- accuracy of
readings
Considerably accurate.

4- easy to use

The user has to make sure that the watch body is
always attached to the skin, which makes measurement

=1

of blood pressure or other medical aspects a difficult
task.
5- Design
ingenuity

1) Ingenuity in detecting the expansion of the vein
or the vibration of pressurised veins.
2) Bad ingenuity of the sensor, since that it should
always be attached to the skin.

6- safety

Safe (the sensor does not emit any sort of rays or
radiations.

7- comfort

1

5

1 -3
____
=2
1 3
=3

Uncomfortable: the watch belt has to be sticking to the

1 1

surface of the skin for measurement to occur.
=1
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8-reliability

1 2
Relatively reliable.

9- moderate
price

10-attraction

2

1.7

1

1.3

1

1

1

1

=2

Very Cheap price.

1 1
=2

Not applicable (1 will be given instead of zero because

1 1

the QFD marks are between 1 and 5).
=1

11-quick
measuring

Relatively moderate speed.

1 1
=1

Table. 3.5.4

Requirements

1-Solutions for
the “old age”
problems

(III) : Evaluation Table For Infrared( noncontact) Medical Sensors

Requirement Features

Compatible with biological measurement.

A B

C

D

1 2

2

5

5

4.7

5

4.7

=2
2- A multihealthmeasuring
system

1) Infrared identification technology is very specialized
in particle identification of the body.

1

1

1

1

2) Infrared technology is a natural biological particle
identifier.
3) IR sensing might have a diffraction method which is
used by some of the EEG signal detection technologies
in Japan.

1 +3
____
=5
1 5

3- Accuracy of
readings
Very accurate.

=5
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4- Easy to use

1) Easy to use.

1

2) Clean and extremely non-invasive.

5- Design
ingenuity

1
4
+3
____
1
=4

4

1 3

3

2.7

3

2.7

4

2

2

1.7

1

1.3

1

1

3

1

High design ingenuity.
=3

6- Safety

1 3
Relatively safe.

=1

7- Comfort

1 4
Comfortable because it is a noncontact system.

8- Reliability

=4

1 2
Reliable
=2

9- Moderate
price

1 1
The chosen function of the infrared system in the
watch is the detection of the oxygenation levels of the
blood. This task needs a couple of ray receiving diodes

=1

that will be situated in different places along the belt
which will be a little bit costly.
10-Attraction

1 1
Infrared devices will sometimes emit red light which
can attractive.

11-Quick
measuring

=1

1 3
Fairly quick
=3
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Table. 3.5.5

(IV): MEMS Electromagnetic Method (noncontact)

Requirements

Requirement Features

A B

C

D

1-Solutions for
the “old age”
problems

The electromagnetic method is a very safe method
since that it receives waves and does not emit waves.

1 2

2

5

1

4.7

3

4.7

4

4

2

2.7

=2
2- A multihealthmeasuring
system

This method can quantify the amount of
haemoglobin in the blood flowing in the wrist vessels

1 1
=1

since that haemoglobin has a lot of iron that triggers the
EMF of the watch. Unfortunately this method is
never applied which makes it an extremely weak
evidence that electromagnetism can really measure
blood speed. In addition, electromagnetism is not
widely used for medical applications.

3- Accuracy of
readings

The system monitors the speed of blood in veins,
which doesn‘t entirely indicate blood pressure but is a

=3

basic factor.

4- Easy to use

1 3

Since that it s a noncontact technique it will be easily

1 4

used.
=4

5- Design

Electromagnetism can detect some of the positively

ingenuity

and negatively charged particles inside the wrist

1 2

vessels (glucose watch uses an electromagnetic
detector to measure glucose particles penetrating out of
the wrist into the watch: literature chapter 2). There is
no proof that electromagnetism can measure BP.
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=2

6- Safety

Safe (no rays are emitted from the system): The

1 2

2

2.7

3

2

3

1.7

movement of the iron particles in our wrist veins will
trigger this system, generating current. Still, there is no

=2

proof that electromagnetism can measure blood speed
or BP.
7- Comfort

1 3
Very comfortable : This system is high in simplicity,
no need for cuff inflations or other complications.

8- Reliability

Twenty-four (24) hour blood pressure monitoring, as
long as the blood stream contains iron.

=3
1 3
=3

9- Moderate
price

Cheap.

1 3
=3

3

1.3

10-Attraction

Not applicable

1 1

1

1

=1
1 4

4

1

11-Quick
measuring

Constant monitoring of blood pressure.
=4

3.5.6 The Rating Table
The rating table shows which sensor is more compatible with the customer voice that
was established previously.

In this table we are choosing the nearest values to the D values, for example,
(3,2,0,1 ) 5 , the nearest value to 5 out of 3 and 2 and 0 and 1 is 3.
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Table. 3.5.6

Rating of the 4 non-invasive measurement techniques.

Requirements i)AE/ULT.SO

ii) skin
contact

ii) Infrared

iv)Ele.magn

4
1-Solutions
for the “old
age”
problems.
2- Multi5
healthmeasuring
design
3- accuracy of 3
readings

2

2

2

4- easy to use

5- Design

(D)

5
5

5

1

4.7

5

5

3

4.7

2

1

4

4

4

3

2

3

2

2.7

6- Safety

4

3

3

2

2.7

7- Comfort

4

1

4

3

2

8-relaiability

2

2

2

3

1.7

9- Moderate

1

1

1

3

1.3

10-Attraction

2

1

1

1

1

11-Quick

4

1

3

4

1

5points

7 points

8 points

3 points

ingenuity

price

measuring
How many
points are
close to the D
value.
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The Best 2 Techniques Are :
The closest available sensor to the patients needs is technique III) MEMS
Infrared sensors (non-contact) .
The second closest available sensor to the patients needs is technique II) ―CMOS
MEMS‖ skin-contact piezoelectric sensor.

3.6

Sensory Systems Evaluation Matrix: Customer Needs
Against Design Features Matrix

This matrix doesn‘t evaluate the whole product; the evaluation is only for the noninvasive sensory capabilities and its compatibility, adding it to a portable watch device.

Matrix. 3.6

Sensory Systems.
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3.6.1

Plotting the Medical Techniques Values

The values of the 4 techniques are plotted in the customer assessment part of the
above QFD matrix (on the right side of the matrix). This will determine (visually) which
technique is nearest to the requirement value. The requirement values are equal to the
importance weight shown on the matrix, these values are plotted forming a red line on
the graph (another name is planned level).

3.6.2 The 3 Most Important Design Features

1) Total weight and dimensions of the sensor. (Normal size/MEMS) (222 importance
weight).
2) Sensor position accuracy (208 importance weight).
3) Sensor integration (153 importance weight).

The most important design feature (scoring 222 points) that extremely satisfies
customer requirements is about the size and dimensions of the sensor, justifying our
introduction of MEMS technology in this study to make the product as practical and
portable as possible.

These 3 features will be further studied through more QFD analysis matrixes. First
they will be transferred as part of the headphone-watch design feature matrix.
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3.7 Component Weighting Matrix: A Product Development Matrix

Matrix. 3.7

Component Weighting.
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In this matrix, the customer needs are plotted against product component types.
Through this matrix unnecessary and trifle components are differentiated from basic and
primary components. In addition, the unity between components is shown by a
pyramid-grid above the components matrix. If there is any contradictions in the
functions of any 2 components an x mark (cross) should be registered. Fortunately, in
the above matrix there are no crosses.

3.7.1 Filtering The Most Important Components Out of The matrix

Now, the most important components will be selected. The most important
components are revealed by a maximum number of red dots registered for each
component. Out of these components, a design feature matrix will be produced.

Table. 3.7.1

The 8 most important components ( in order of importance ).

Order of importance

Importance
magnitude
255

IR/piezo sensor

Most important

EEG
system(processor
and electrodes)
White belt

Second important

253

Third

241

Emergency system

Fourth

187

Three-alarm-bulbs

Fifth

180

Sound alarm

Sixth

180

Convertible
earphones
Blue belt

Seventh

157

Eighth

156
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3.8

Integrated Matrix: A Product Development Matrix

This matrix combines the most important components/feature of the sensory matrix
with the most important components of the ―watch-headphone product‖ matrix, at the
same time.
The Customer needs are on the left side and the Design features are on the right side.

Matrix. 3.8

Integration of the most important components/features.
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Still, this matrix showed that there are components of extreme importance.
Therefore these components will be further produces into more sub-components, and
the other unimportant ones will be ignored, in the next matrix to come.

3.8.1 From “Relative Importance Weight” to “Importance Weight”

Now, a part characteristics matrix will be built. In the part characteristics matrix
the feature design section which is on the right hand side in the above matrix will be on
the left hand side in the part characteristics matrix. First we will convert
the Relative Importance Weight values (RIW), a horizontal grid at the bottom of the
above matrix (Fig 3.8) to values between 0 and 5, and placing it vertically in the coming
matrix to become ― Importance weigh‖ (instead of relative importance weight ). The
highest weight in the above matrix has a score of 222; this will be equivalent to 5:

Table. 3.8.1

The conversion of RIW values (1-10) to proportional
values of (1-5).

Design features

Relative Importance

RIW/2

Weight RIW
Sensor position accuracy

9

4.5

Sensor integration

7

3.5

total weight and dimensions of
sensor
White belt detection permeability
of contained sensors
White belt elasticity value

10

5

5

2.5

5

2.5

White belt Rigidity value

3

1.5

Audio display vocal clarity value

6

3

Audio display verbal
demonstration clarity value
Audio display high volume limit

6

3

6

3
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3.9

Brain wave EEG processor
capacity
EEG Electrodes reception area

4

2

6

3

blue belt elasticity value

5

2.5

blue belt detection permeability of
contained sensors
Sound alarms high volume limit

5

2.5

9

4.5

Emergency system rescue time

7

3.5

Emergency button accessibility in
critical time

8

4

Part Characteristics Matrix : A Product Development Matrix

Upper body
weight

1

Release speed
Watch Release
diameter

2

Binding force
Backward elasticity

3

Forward elasticity
Sliding angle

Fig. 3.9a

Parameters of the conversion process.

This matrix emphasises the most important characteristics of the watch-headphone
conversion process. The most important features and components of the conversion
process will automatically be revealed. The QFD software used will automatically
calculate importance of features and components by calculating how many dots a
certain characteristic has on the matrix, how important are the customer needs
connected to these dots characteristics, and what type of dots are registered. The
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importance of features and components are calculated using a specific mathematical
product made out of 2 variables. The rule is as follows:

= 9 points;

= 3 points;

= 1 point

Example:
Importance
weight
Column A

Belt
dimensions
Column B

3.2
2
1.5

Fig. 3.9b

The feature column multiplied by (x) the Importance weight column.

―Importance Weight
Total‖ (situated down
the matrix) of a specific
feature or component

=

Each shape value(circle
, triangle) of this
specific feature .
(Column B of Fig 3.9b)

The Importance weight
value relevant to this
shape.
(Column A of Fig 3.9b)

X

The product of the 2 columns shown in Fig 3.9b (importance weight total) =
Red circle x (3.2) +

white circle x (2) +

= > ―importance weight total‖ of Fig 3.9b =

triangle x (1.5)

(9) x (3.2) + (3) x (2) + (1) x (1.5)

= > ―importance weight total‖ of Fig 3.9b

=

28.8

= > ―importance weight total‖ of Fig 3.9b

=

36.3
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+

6

+

1.5

That is, the feature (belt dimension) has an importance weight value of 36.3.

The Quotient of RIW value and 2 will be inserted as importance weight of the
design features in a more detailed matrix of the ―watch headphone conversion process‖,
showing the Design features

Matrix. 3.9c

plotted against the Part Characteristics.

Most important component features against the Part Characteristics.
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This Product development matrix shows the most important component features
against the Part Characteristics. The benefit of this matrix is that certain product
aspects will be highlighted. For example, watch release diameter is an important
parameter which if it is to be faulty can affect the strength of the force which keeps the
headphones firmly sticking to the users head.

Reproducing the ―white belt‖:

In Table.3.7.1, we have determined the 8 most important components. The first
component which is the main sensory system is excessively reproduced in chapter 5.
The second most important component which is the EEG system will not be reproduced
because of feasibility issues. The third component which is the white belt can be
reproduced, and it is quite feasible to do so. Some mechanisms will be added to this
component since that it is the third most important piece in the product. We will be
using a ―Mechanism Feature Matrix.‖ This matrix will produce an added improvement
to the main function of the white belt.

After determining the basic mechanisms of the white belt, features for these
mechanisms have to be determined too. The mechanisms (should have movements) are
registered under the ―Function features column‖ and the description of those features
are listed under ―the mechanism features‖.
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Matrix.3.9d

3.10

Mechanism Feature Matrix of the white belt component.

Summary

The most important chapter of the project is chapter 3, where the sensory
techniques and components of the convertible watch are evaluated, so that the less
important and extremely important features are clearly distinguished. In this evaluation
chapter, the best sensory technique is revealed using a numerical weight system. And
the critical product components are filtered by means of a QFD dot relationship system.
The trifle components are ignored. The utilisation of the QFD matrixes has been
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accomplished by a constant filtering and amplification of the components. In other
words, selecting the most important techniques and components out of a matrix, so that
they can be further expanded, and once again inserted in a matrix selecting the most
important components or design features. Repeating the process again and again. This
design methodology has been applied to make sure that the final features and
components under study completely fills the demand gaps formed by the design
requirements. The QFD evaluation and product design system is a very flexible system.
This system can determine how much relevant each and every component of a product
to the customer voice and to each other.
In the next chapter we will be carrying out blood pressure BP readings experiments
to be implemented in the product‘s automation system, as readings correction and
compensation values.
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Chapter 4 : Blood Pressure (BP) Experiments
4.1

The Reason for Doing These Experiments

(http://www.firstaidwarehous
e.co.uk/products/medicalequipment/blood-pressuremonitors/omron-r7-wristblood-pressure-)

Fig. 4.1 (a) Oscillatory BP devices privately used for blood pressure measurement.

Tubular cuff
Pressurised air chamber

Pump

http://www.freepatentsonline.com/4896676.pdf

http://www.freepatentsonline.com/4896676.pdf

Fig. 4.1 (b) Small Blood-Pressure Watches with a tubular cuff (automatic inflation)
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Air pump :

This watch has a built-in inflation system inside its metal band . The sensing
techniques are similar to the big –wrist-BP devices that are available in the pharmacies ,
which are obviously oscillatory methods.

Basically these experiments are held to increase to some extent the accuracy and
automation of blood pressure. A lot of factors influence blood pressure, some are of our
knowledge and others are not. The 5 BP-changing-factors (chapter 4) are chosen
because they occur continuously throughout the day, therefore, before any other factors,
these 5 repeating factors have to be studied. Eating and hunger for example affects BP 2
or 3 times a day when the user is having lunch or other meals. The body posture and
sleepiness, as well, are repeating factors.

Experiment Apparatus:

1) Two commercially available blood pressure BP measurement devices.
2) Stopwatch, to register the time intervals where the BP changing factor takes effect.

http://www.freepatentsonline.com/20060184054.pdf
Fig 4.1 (c) Inflatable device structure, 8/2006
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http://www.freepatentsonline.com/20060184054.pdf

Fig 4.1 (c) Inflatable device structure, 8/2006

Fig 4.1 (d) Curling big wrist pressure devices, Oct / 2006
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Fluid goes into the curl and push against the skin to exert the force necessary for the
blood pressure measurement.

Flexion portion

http://www.freepatentsonline.com/20060224069.pdf

Fig 4.1 (e) Curled Elastic Member

As a blood pressure changing factor is occurring, series of readings will be taken to
check for the effect of this factor on blood pressure. To make these experiments as
simple as possible, we should try to keep other factors constant. A very practical and
easy method of doing this is applying the ―factor under study‖ first thing in the
morning, when there is a narrow margin of time for the other external unwanted factors
to create an effect on the fresh blood pressure (these morning experiments are called
Normal-effect experiments). The normal blood pressure value N should be around
120/80 in the morning, thus, if our ―factor under study‖ has any effect on blood pressure
the 120/80 value has to change.
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4.2 Experiments for the Elimination of BP-Changing-Factors
Determining the participants ―Normal level‖ of blood -pressure:

The normal level of blood pressure of the participant is the average level or the
level that will always appear on the device screen when a proper reading is registered
(usually in the morning before breakfast ). It is also part of this range
90 - 135 / 50 - 90 , and it should be a consistent value for every person (closer to a
fixed magnitude or value (e.g. 100 / 70) rather than a big range like the one above which
is the normal range for all sorts of people).
Blood pressure should be a constant value whenever a measurement is taken.(on
condition that no other factor should interfere).
4.2.1 Accuracy Limitations of the Experiments’ Readings and Results

Normal Effect Experiments:
The ―Normal effect‖ experiments are much more accurate than the ―Previous effect‖
experiments. Normal effect experiments starts with an initial value of blood pressure N.
Usually, the normal blood pressure value N is filtered from other factors that might
change it when it is early in the morning, when the user wakes up from sleep.
The normal effect experiment rise or drop in BP is calculated by determining the
difference between the initial BP level and the final BP level after applying the
BP-Changing-Factor (eating). (Difference in BP =

BP final value

–

Normal BP

level N).

Previous Effect Experiments:
Previous effect experiments starts with an initial value throughout the day where the
BP has been affected by exterior unknown factors that we have no account for or
knowledge about. Conducting this type of experiment is a necessity for some BPChanging-Factors like the measurement of the effect of sleepiness on blood pressure,
because the experiment has to start at night when the BP is already affected significantly
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by various BP-changing-factors that the user had come upon throughout the day. The
previous effect experiment rise or drop in BP is calculated by determining the difference
between the initial BP level and the final BP level after applying the
BP-Changing-Factor(sleepiness). (Difference in BP =

BP final value

–

Previous

BP level).

Other accuracy limitations:
- The experiments are applied on one participant only.
- BP is determined using wrist-devices with limited accuracy.
- One reading will be the average of 4 consecutive readings.

4.2.2 Determining the Normal Blood Pressure Value of the Participant

Date

Time

Blood pressure fraction

Exp1 : (single reading)

8 : 30

125/85

16/5/2007

Exp2 :

17/5/2007

10: 04

120/84

10 :12

124/84

10:15

130/87

10:25

126/84
Avg :

Exp3 :

18/5/2007

10: 40

127/82

10 :45

125/84

10:50

123/88

10:25

125/86
Avg :

Exp4 :

11: 30 am
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126/78

125 / 84.75

125 / 85

19/5/2007

10 :30

120/84

11:35

126/88

11:35

128/88
Avg :

125 / 84.5

Exp5:
The author has visited a walk-in clinic to measure his blood pressure as a checking
or confirmation method to the previous results ………the nurse made one reading
using an accurate arm-measuring device. The measurement value was ―125/84‖ which
is very close to the results of the wrist-device.

Averaging the experiments:
Exp2 ------------------

Avg:

125 / 84.75

Exp3 ------------------

Avg:

125 / 85

Exp4 ------------------

Avg:

125 / 84.5

Exp5 --------- Nurse reading:

125 / 84

Total Avg: 125 / 84.6
Rounded for simplicity: 125 / 85
Normal pressure level of participant = 125 / 85 .

Now that we have got the accurate Normal level value, we can carry out the other
experiments more confidently since that this value will be a kind of reference to other
values determined by the experiments.
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4.3 Experiments for Eating
Description of the Experiment:
Take the reading after a meal using a series of controlled (controlled experiment)
periodic measurements (once every approx. 20 minutes) in order to draw the curve with
these values.

To find the eating pressure correction value subtract the measurement

value from the normal level value N.

Values of Experiment 1. (Previous Effect Experiment) :

Before Eating,

3-consecutive-readings : (132/83, 126/80, 124/83 ) =127/ 82
4:30

4:30

4:35

After Eating,

5-consecutive-readings :( 120/70, 124/71, 125/73, 124/77, 125/73) = 124/73
5:05

5:05

minus

5:10

=>

127/82

124/73

=>

Systolic Decrease (3)
Diastolic Decrease (9)
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5:10

= 3/9

5:25

BP/ mmHg
Systolic
127
126
125
124

85
84
83
82
81
80
79
78
77
76
75
74
73

Diastolic

0

10

20

30

Time/min (5:05-5:25)
Fig.4.3a Graph of Exp1.

This graph shows that even when the systolic and diastolic values are away from the
Normal BP (for some reason probably an external ―BP changing factor‖ is interfering),
despite of the external factors, eating food will make both systolic and diastolic values
fall below the normal BP level, with different drop intensities but with a similar shape
of graph as it is shown in the above (Fig 4.3a).
The blood pressure readings are so different within a minute because of the inaccuracy
of the wrist measurement device used . This is why in these experiments an average of
many consecutive readings will be registered as the value of a single reading at that
particular time. In the previous page the average of 3 readings(132/83, 126/80, 124/83)
was determined to be 127/ 82.

Values of Experiment 2 (Normal Effect Experiment: An experiment that starts from
the normal BP level) :
4-consecutive-readings: (120/78, 131/74, 124/74, 116/74) =123/75
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=>
=>

125/85

minus

123/75

= 2/10

Systolic Decrease (2)
Diastolic Decrease (10)

BP/mmHg
Systolic

127
126
125
124
123
Diastolic

0

20

40

60

80

85
84
83
82
81
80
79
78
77
76
75
74
73
100

Time/min

Fig.4.3b

Graph of Exp2.

Values of Experiment 3 (Normal Effect Experiment) :

:

4-consecutive-readings: (118/73, 127/76, 117/81, 123/81) =121/78
4:15
4:15 4:16 4:17

=>

125/85

minus

121/78

=>

Systolic Decrease (4)
Diastolic Decrease (7)
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= 4/7

BP/mmHg
Systolic
127
126
125
124
123
122
121

85
84
83
82
81
80
79
78
77
76
75
74
73
30

Diastolic

0

10

20
Time/min (5:05-5:25)

Fig.4.3c Graph of Exp3.

Eating will always drop the BP as it is shown on the above 3 graphs which
confirms the same result. The BP will drop whether the starting point of BP is on the
normal blood level (N), or whether it has been pushed away for some reason from the
normal level (N). Both types will experience a drop of BP as a result of eating.

4.4 Experiments for Hunger
Description of The Experiment:
In this experiment the subject is left without food and breakfast passing the lunch
time until 5 o‘clock in the evening. This experiment was held to show the effect of
hunger on BP and compare it to the effect that eating has on blood pressure.
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Compensation Method :
To find the Hunger pressure correction value, subtract or add the experiment
measurement value from the normal level value N.
Experiment 2 Values (Normal Effect Experiment) :
:

4-consecutive-readings: (103/54, 121/63, 130/67, 111/63) = 116/62
4:30 4:35 4:35
4:37
=>

125/85

minus

116/62

= 9/23

Systolic Decrease (9)
=>
Diastolic Decrease (23)

BP/mmHg

125
124
123
122
121
119
118
117
116

85
84
83
82
81
80
79
78
77
76
75
Systolic
74
73
72
Diastolic
71
70
69
68
67
65
64
63
62
0
90
180
----------------1----------------2-----------------3
Time/min/hr

Fig.4.4 Graph of Exp2.
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The shape of a hunger graph is almost the same as eating but the magnitude of drop
is different. The effect of hunger on the human BP is much higher than that of eating
(hunger has approximately double the drop in BP that eating exerts on the body). In
particular, what makes all that difference in the results of hunger and eating is the
diastolic recording of hunger where BP had fallen from 85 till 62, recording the
maximum drop of BP of all the 5 experiments. This value is also the maximum change
of BP of the 5 experiments.

4.5

Experiments for Sitting and Standing

Description of the Experiment:
The subject is asked to sit and stand continuously so that BP readings will be
registered at every sit and at every stand. The time interval allowed between sitting
down and standing up is approximately 5 minutes to give sufficient time for the BP to
level up and take its new value.

Experiments Values:

Time

Blood Pressure

Sit or Stand

Drop or rise value

12:15 -------- 114/85 --------------standing------------none - first value
12:20 ---------123/86 ---------------sitting ------------increase 9/1
12:25-----------116/76 -------------- standing-------------decrease 7/10
12:30-----------122/78 -------------- sitting ---------------increase 6/2
12:35-----------116/74 -------------- standing-------------decrease 6/4
12:40-----------125/83 -------------- sitting----------------increase 9/9
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BP/mmHg
St

Systolic

sit

St

125124123122121120119118 117116 115 114 0

Fig.4.5

5

10

sit

St

sit
86
85
84
83
82
81
80
79
78
77
76
75
74

Diastolic

15
20
25
Time/min (12:15 - 12:40)

Graph of sitting and standing Exp.

The graph shows that there is a significant rise and drop in BP as the user is sits or
stands up. The rise or fall of pressure takes an exact amount of 5 min for the complete
rise or the complete fall. The experiments readings were taken consecutively. It seems
that the constant actions of standing and sitting had affected the overall BP of the
experimenter and made it go below the normal level (125/85) , as it shows on the above
graph , which means that the constant and consecutive standing and sitting will have
the same effect as walking which lowers blood pressure as well. That is , because the
actions of standing and sitting where repeated many times , the body is now
experiencing a sort of hard muscular effort , similar to the effort made by the body when
a person starts to walk fast and which also made the graph drop below the normal level(
red colour line).

The sitting and standing experiment recorded the most vigorous rise and fall of BP
of all the experiments that is held in this study.
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4.6

Experiments for Back Angle

Description of the Experiment:

Definition of the factor:

This factor (back angle) is studied to give ill people, which are sleeping most of the
time in bed with their back angles widened up with the level of their bed, the chance to
read their BP without having to get up and sit. Back angle is the angle that shows
clearly when a person is sitting on the chair (approximately 90 degrees), and which
disappears when the same person lies on bed (180 degrees). Thus differences in these
angles affects and changes BP dramatically.

In this experiment, BP readings are taken at variable back angles (shown below in
table). The experiment emphasises on changing only the back angle of the subject
without altering other postures as this can influence the values significantly. Enough
time(15 min) is allowed between each and every angle readings as it was noticed that
the body needs some time to forget the effect of the previous back inclination.
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Experiment values :
Table. 4.6

Readings
106/64
100/60
104/63
110/65

115/78 ,
114/72,
114/78

124/80
120/80
120/80

124/86
124/80
121/83
125/83

127/88
126/87
127/91
132/92

128/93
126/90
129/90

Different back angles produce different blood pressure values.

Avg.of Readings

105/63

Angle

zero

114/76
45

121/80
90

Normal 125/85

128/90

110

135

128/91
155
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Recommendation:
This factor supports the QFD first and most important requirement ―solutions for
Old-age-problems‖. Back angle automation solves a problem that is present in most BP
devices available in pharmacies which is the restriction to a back, hand, elbow, and arm
level posture. This restriction posture will make BP measurement impossible for old and
ill people which are resting in bed most of the time and can‘t even sit or bend their
backs.

BP/mmHg
Lie down

Relaxing
the back

sitting

diastolic

systolic
135
130125
120 115
110 105 100
0

95
90
85
80
75
70
65
60
45

90 110
Back angle / degrees

Fig. 4.6

135

155

Graph of back angle Exp.

We can notice clearly in the above graph, a proportionality rule which proves
that as a laying person starts to bend his back towards his legs his BP pressure starts to
increase with the bending until it reaches a value of 128/91 when his head is nearly
touching his knees. The explanation of this is very obvious. When the user is laying
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down on the bed the heart will easily pump the blood to the entire body since that in
such postures the whole body will level up with the heart. In other wards, the heart will
not have a hard time pumping blood to body organs that are higher in level from the
ground thus the heart has to oppose gravity and create an upward force. This force
combined with the force of gravity will give the blood a specific pressure value which is
higher of that of a laying person. On the other hand, this experiment shows that a
bending person experience a greater BP than a normally sitting person, this is because
during bending blood arteries and veins are squeezed due to the steep curve in the
bending region at the back this will create a jam in blood transport creating high blood
pressure. The results of the ―sitting and standing experiment‖ supports this experiment
since that its graph shows that a sitting person has a higher BP than a standing person
where in the case of the standing person the blood will naturally fall from the heart
needing no force to pump it downwards while in the case of a sitting person the blood
will initially have a natural fall but will soon meet a small bending lower part of the
back (at a 90 degrees angle) and will also meet another bending at the knees. These two
bending form the normal posture of a sitting person.

4.7

Experiments for Sleepiness

Description of the Experiment:
As the night begins, the body is demanding sleep and sleepiness occurs, at this
stage, start taking readings to draw the graph of no-sleep/sleepiness effect. The
readings are measured every hour starts from 6:00 o‘clock in the evening and ending at
6:00 in the morning (when the body is exhausted from lack of sleep and where
sleepiness is maximum).
Values of Exp1 (Normal Effect Experiment):
:

=>
=>

4-consecutive-readings: (116/81, 118/81, 118/80, 120/80) =118/81
11:10 11:15 11:15 11:16
125/85

minus

118/81

= 7/4

Systolic Decrease (7)
Diastolic Decrease (4)
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Graph of Experiment:
BP/mmHg

127
126
125
124
123
122
121
120
119
118

85
84
83
82
81
80
79
78
77
76
75
74
73
12hr

Diastolic

Systolic

0

4hr

8hr

Time/hr (6: pm - 6: am)

Fig. 4.7 Graph of sleepiness experiment.

Recommendation:
This factor supports the QFD first and most important requirement ―solutions for
old-age-problems‖. Doctors can check patients BP while asleep. These experiments are
highly recommended.

In this experiment the BP has dropped below the Normal BP level N. The drop of
the systolic is double the diastolic. Between 8:00 o‘clock and 12:00 o‘clock the systolic
and diastolic BPs had ceased to decrease

Experiment Values:
: 5-consecutive-readings: (126/78, 124/76, 117/70, 123/73, 121/71 ) = 122/74
4:00 4:15
4:17
4:20
4:25
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: 4-consecutive-readings: (121/70, 125/70, 122/76, 100/70 ) = 117/72
4:40
4:43
4:45 5:00

Subtract the sleepiness BP value from the previous pressure value to give you the
sleepiness correction pressure value.

=>

=>

122/74

minus 117/72

= 5/2

Systolic Decrease (5)
Diastolic Decrease (2)

4.8 Summary
Chapter 4 shows the realistic results of this study. First, the results of the blood
pressure (BP) experiments are determined. The effect of 5 factors that influence BP are
established using graphs, where the rise or fall in BP, for each factor, is shown on the
graph and the difference in BP levels are measured and registered. The experiments
have studied five factors only, and were conducted on one person only because of the
scarcity of time and resources.
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Chapter 5 : Conceptual Design of Sensors and
Automation of the Portable Health
Monitoring System

5.1 Introduction
The results and values acquired in the previous chapter (chapter 4), should now be
transferred to the processor of the product. So that readings will be compensated and
automated even with the most awkward situations, when the user is taking his BP
readings (eg. during walking). The system that is responsible for this compensation
function is ―The BP automation system‖.
Definition of ―The BP Automation System‖:
The collection of sensors along with the watch processor which integrates their
functions to detect the BP-changing-factors affecting BP readings, and to compensate
those readings accordingly.
This means that if the user wants to measure his BP after having lunch, his
measurement can be as accurate as it is when waking up in the morning, only if no
other factors interfere. Similarly, if the user wants to measure his BP late at night
when feeling asleep his blood pressure might be very normal. The uncertainty in BP
measurements originates from extraneous factors that ruin the readings, thus,
eliminating these factors will yield more accurate readings of BP.
In this chapter, we are going to insert the sensors involved in ―The BP Automation
System‖ inside the watch body or inside a separate ribbon.
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5.2 Detection and Elimination of BP-Changing-Factors
BP measurement can only be made when certain conditions are satisfied like
posture, timing, movement (the body has to be remaining still during measurement).
Therefore, the added automation features should give the user full freedom of
measurement anytime and anywhere, making it a 24 hour wearable and usable device.

5.3 Types of Sensory Systems and Sensors’ Detections of BPChanging- Factors
Now we are going to design a blood pressure automation system that will enable
the user to read his BP anytime and anywhere. This is a 24 hour BP monitoring
system, which enables the user to read his BP in awkward situations (e.g. during
walking, or during eating). In order to do this, we have to establish a sensory
automation system that will support the experiments, detecting the rise or drop in
pressure that these factors exert on blood. Eliminating these factors will filter blood
pressure readings and give us the real blood pressure values.

1) The detection of a change in graph pattern of BP (Numerical values, shapes, and
directions of curves).
: By means of a normal size (24 hrs worn watch) with a built in processor for graph
pattern comparisons.

2) The detection of Heart pulse change: By means of a very small pulse sensor that is
capable of comparing different heart pulse speeds by sensing heart pulses from the
hand wrist area.

3) The detection of a change of Accelerometer values: By monitoring the different
speeds of the accelerometer, which means different types of hand movement
originating from different actions by the user.
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4) The detection of a change of Gyroscope values: By monitoring rotations and
position orientations, and their speed, which describes what the user might be doing.

5) Combined detection of the previous methods :

By means of a processer that compares and combines information e.g.:
accelerometers and gyroscopes in the watch can tell whether the patient is eating ,
from the periodic back and forth movement of his hands( with specific acceleration
distances and gyroscope inclinations).

Table. 5.3

Combinations of sensors involved for each experiment type.
Heart
pulse
sensor

accelerometer

gyroscope

1) Eating

yes

yes

Digital
Information
pattern
yes

2) Standing or
Sitting
3) Back angle

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes
yes

4)Walking

yes

yes

5)Sleeping

yes

yes

yes

5.3.1 Compensation Method

This method will allow the device to correct the BP readings at any instance under
the detected interval of time. The detection sensors will inform the device about the
duration of time where the ―BP-changing –factor‖ is occurring. The registered extra
value of the factor (in the device memory) will be proportionally subtracted.

Example (Unreal values) : The compensation of sleepiness to reach a more accurate
BP value.
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Sleepiness is detected when the heart pulse sensor records a value of 40 pulses/min.
A signal will be transmitted from the heart pulse sensor to the processor to subtract
the effect of sleepiness value which is already stored in the processor as the result of
the sleepiness experiment (10 points decrease of the systolic, 10 points decrease of the
diastolic.)

Thus, any factor that will be included in this study has to have a detection scheme
through a sensor or sensing method so that the compensation of readings will be
calculated along with the measurement.

Factor Duration Detection Method :

Factor

Time
0
Fig. 5.3.1a

Factor duration parameter.

The watch can differentiate between different ―BP-Changing- Factors‖ by their
durations intervals. In other words, each BP-Changing- Factor takes a certain interval
of time to change the previous BP value. Some factors , as we are going to see, needs
5 minutes to raise the BP level upwards, others takes hours(sleepiness factor).
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Factor Degree Detection Method :

Factor

0

Fig. 5.3.1b

Time

Factor degree parameter.

This type of detection method emphasises on the magnitude of change, usually
the y-axis rise or drop in BP level. That is, different factors can affect blood pressure
BP in different magnitudes, thus each factor can be identified or detected by
measuring how much it had pushed up the BP level.

An example of a steep rise in BP is the ―sitting factor‖, which is a similar case to
(Fig. 5.3.1b). In fact, the most accurate detection method is Fig. 5.3.2b (p131), where
the exact shape of the blood pressure graph (time against intensity of factor) is stored
in the products memory. That is, the graphical information of the 5 experiments to
come will be stored in the product, so that the processor can identify the factor when
it occurs and subtract it (for example eating has a unique graph, this will inform the
watch that the person is eating from the progress of his blood pressure monitored by
the BP sensors attached to the watch). Knowing that the BP-changing-factor (eating)
is interfering at a certain moment, the watch will automatically subtract its effect
magnitude, whether it‘s an increase or a decrease in BP to always keep the users BP
to its normal regions.
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5.3.2

Graph Direction Detection Method

Pressure/ mmHg

Different
Directions

y
(Degree of change)

0

x
(Duration of change) Time /min

Fig. 5.3.2a

Different graphs with different directions of change.

The direction of the graph means the increase or decrease of BP by the watch at a
specific interval of time. It is quite similar to the ―BP Graph Pattern Detection
Method‖ but different in the fact that it can detect the pattern of the graph in an
interval of one and two minutes, unlike the graph pattern detection that might take
hours to draw the graph which summarises the effect of a certain factors on BP.
As it was mentioned before, the criteria which the processor will detect are not
many (directions, numerical values, shapes of curves). The example above is closest
to an experiment that was conducted (about the effect of walking and walking fast on
BP levels). The experiment showed interesting results which is similar to the above
graph. During walking the systolic pressure tends to rise leaving behind it the diastolic
pressure. On the contrary, the diastolic pressure gradually starts to drop in the
opposite direction of the systolic. This type of graph is very unusual, since that the
systolic and diastolic graphs will usually rise and drop together.
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― BP Graph Pattern‖ Detection Method :

(Degree of change)Pressure/ mmHg
y

0

x
(Duration of change) Time /min

Fig. 5.3.2b

Graph-shape digital detection.

The shape of the graph can be very steep :

Pressure / mmHg

y

0

Factor
x

Fig. 5.3.2c An example of a steep BP graph.
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There are many factors that elevate BP, like sitting or bending the back (reaching
for the knees). This graph shows how factors can elevate the BP in a steep way. The
difference between the sitting effect on BP and the ―forward-back-bending‖ effect is
that the back bending elevation of BP is not as sharp and steep as the sitting effect.
Even when the experiment was repeated with more bending of the back, there was no
big effect on the rise of the graph, instead slight and gradual elevations where
recorded.

5.4

The Selection of Sensors That Should Detect the BP-ChangingFactors

Now that we have obtained the results of the experiments of chapter 4, we will
store the results in the memory of the processor as values that affect blood pressure.
These values will be compensated automatically when the sensors of ―the BP
automation system‖ will judge that one of the experiments‘ factors is occurring.

5.4.1 Detection Methods Used For Eating

Combinations of sensors involved for
Each experiment type.
Heart
pulse
sensor
1) Eating

accelerometer

gyroscope

yes

yes

Digital
Information
pattern
yes

1) Arm movements of equal distances (using accelerometer and gyroscope).
Similar distances will always be recorded, whether the food is served in a
plate on a table or while standing (sandwiches).
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Hand movement
from food to mouth
,back and forth ,
and the angle of
inclinations.
FIG. 5.4.1a
FIG. 5.4.1b

Fig. 5.4.1a : MEMS
accelerometer.[53]

Fig. 5.4.1b : MEMS
gyroscope.

2) Detection of a graph pattern and digital information (drop in BP) after half
an hour.
― Postprandial hypotension (low blood pressure) occurs 30–
75 minutes after eating. Because digestion sends a great deal of
blood to the intestines.” (http:www.wikipedia – hypotension ).
This paragraph from Wikipedia Encyclopaedia, along with the results of the
experiments, has proven that pressure will decrease within ½-1hour after eating.
Graph Direction Detection Method :
Eating

:

decrease / decrease
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5.4.2 Detection Method for Hunger
The effect of hunger will start from the morning if the watch detects an absence of
the back and forth movement of the hand, meaning that the user is not getting any
food. Starting from the morning, the watch will count the hours of hunger experienced
by the user. The watch will gradually begin to compensate the effect of hunger value
revealed by the experiments in chapter 4.
Graph Direction Detection Method:
Hunger

:

decrease / decrease

5.4.3 Detection Method for Sitting and Standing

Heart
pulse
sensor
standing or sitting

accelerometer

gyroscope

yes

yes

Fig. 5.4.3a Micro accelerometer.
[54]

Digital
Information
pattern
yes

Fig. 5.4.3b "3-D-Gyracc" under
development.

(http://www.wtec.org/loyola/mcc/mems_eu/Pag
es/Chapter-5.html)

The detection of a vertical upward or downward movement of the body, using
accelerometers and gyroscopes and combined with a rise or drop of the BP values
(using ―graph direction detection‖ by the watch processor) together implies that the
body is experiencing sitting or standing.
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In other words, if the user sat on the chair his blood pressure will rise upwards
significantly (about 6 degrees) and at the same time the gyroscope will show a
downward vertical movement.

Graph Direction Detection Method :
Sitting : increase / increase
Standing : decrease / decrease

5.4.4

Detection Method for the Back Angle

Heart
pulse
sensor
Back angle

accelerometer

gyroscope

yes

yes

Digital
Information
pattern
yes

The automation system will wait for the first sign which proves that the back angle
is moving, which is the slow acceleration detected by the accelerometer combined
with a slow rotational movement registered by the gyroscope. Nevertheless, such
movement and inclinations could be generated from the hand itself and not the back;
this is why the automation system will be waiting for a third piece of information. The
system will be waiting for the ―digital information pattern‖ which will show if the
change in the gyroscope angle is compatible with the BP reading, since that the
relationship between the two will be previously stored in the system.

Fig. 5.4.4

90 degrees angle of the back
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Graph Direction Detection Method:

Bending the back forward
: increase / increase
Bending the back backward (relaxing the back) : decrease /decrease

5.4.5

Detection Method for Sleepiness

sleepiness

Heart
pulse
sensor
yes

accelerometer

yes

gyroscope

Digital
Information
pattern
yes

1) First of all, heart pulse rate drops to the sleeping heart pulse rate which is much
lower than the normal rate. This low rate which occurs during sleep will be detected
by the pulse sensor (built-in inside watch).
2) A sleeping person moves from time to time. ―Sleep-movements‖ (once per 10-15
min) occur much less frequently than ―awake-movements‖ (once per 1-10
seconds).The Accelerometer digital information with a minimum interval of time of
30 min will show the drop in the movements level associated with sleep. This
detection scheme reconfirms the basic detection method (sleep pulse detection), but it
cannot be a stand –alone detection method.

Graph Direction Detection Method :
Sleepiness : decrease / decrease
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5.5

Design Proposals and Improvements of the Selected Medical
Techniques of Chapter 4
The purpose of these improvements is to alter the already existing sensory

techniques converting them to be more compatible with a portable watch, since the
techniques or technologies are designed in the first place for applications which are
not intended for portable devices. In addition, harnessing the sensory techniques to
convert the process of BP measurement from a stationery process, where the user has
to sit still during measurements, to a mobile process to allow him to monitor his BP
during walks and free movements.

The QFD have revealed that these are the most important features that should exist
in the main medical sensory system to be used by the old age people to check their
health status.

The Most important features:
1) Total weight and dimensions of the sensor. (Normal size/MEMS)(222 importance
weight)
2) Sensor position accuracy (208 importance weight)
3) Sensor integration (153 importance weight)

5.5.1 Total Weight and Dimensions of the Sensor. (Normal size/MEMS)

The QFD study results show a great need for the MEMS technology (222
importance weight) to be implemented in this product.

5.5.2

Sensor Position Accuracy (208 QFD importance weight)

This design solution is extracted from the design options generated by ―the
harmonic –unity‖ design methodology. We will be looking at the ―harmonic –unity‖
method later in this chapter.
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Main artery :
―Radial artery‖.

Watch
ribbon (a
separate
component
from the
watch).

Sensor Emitted IR ray are
deflected and reflected back by
the blood veins and arteries
towards a photodiode.

Integrated
MEMS sensory
strip, embedded
in the watch
ribbon on the
inner right sides
of the wrist.

Main veins

Fig.5.5.2
Ribbon surrounding wrist flesh : with the
sensory systems situated under the main wrist artery and veins.

Fig. 5.5.2 Will be produces further in Fig. 5.5.3a,b.

The watch ribbon function is to fix the integrated MEMS sensors beneath the
main veins and artery of the wrist. The watch ribbon is a separate piece from the
watch. It should be transparent to allow the emitted infrared rays to penetrate outside
the ribbon into the flesh and veins and arteries.

The Integrated MEMS sensor Strip contains:

1)

Infrared Thermometer which lies in the center of the middle sensor, along
a heat-conserving vacuum gap to allow accurate body temperature
measurement.

2)

Piezoelectric sensor for BP contact measurement and heart pulses rate
measurement (for the detection of BP-changing-factors), piezoelectric
sensors are distributed around the main wrist artery.

3)

Oxygen/CO2 IR sensors contained in the middle sensor, these sensors
include infrared rays emitters and photodiodes receiving these emitted rays
measure oxygen and CO2 concentrations in the blood stream.
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4)

Photodiodes distributed around the main wrist veins, the photodiodes
receive reflected infrared rays and visible red light to measure CO2 and
oxygen respectively.

5)

Blood density IR sensor contained in the middle sensor to check whether
the user‘s blood has a normal density value.

5.5.3

Sensor Integration (153 QFD importance weight )

Wiring: to
connect the
sensors with
each other.

Main blood
vein/artery cross
section

Wrist flesh

Blood pressure
force

The main middle
sensor Fig.
5.5.3b.

Piezoelectric BP/heart
pulse contact sensors
sticking to the photodiode.

Transparent and
heat insulation
material of the
elastic ribbon.

Fig. 5.5.3a

P

Photodiode

Main Integrated wireless Sensor Strip (MEMS- length=2 cm ) embedded in the
ribbon.

(Fig.5.5.3a will be produced further in Fig.5.5.3b)
The sensor is integrated in a ―strip shape‖ (Fig. 5.5.3a) to give a 1 cm freedom of
positional error. In the middle of the strip lies the main middle integrated sensor (light
blue) which combines more than one MEMS sensor in the same chip. The other
sensors dispersed on the sides of the main sensor are the photodiode (yellow) which
receives the IR reflected ray and converts it to a voltage that is proportional to the
intensity of the received partial or complete IR ray. The photodiode is dispersed along
the sides to trace the reflected or refracted rays if they are to be directed away from
the main vein area. These reflected rays show how much blood is saturated with
oxygen or CO2 according to their intensity which is compared with their intensity
before penetrating the blood. The other sensor which is combined with the photodiode
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is the contact piezoelectric sensor (dark blue). This sensor is dispersed along the strip
to give the most accurate possible BP reading by choosing the reading of the contact
sensor nearest to the main vein. In other words, there are 7 contact sensors positioned
along the strip, each of these sensors will have a different BP reading, since that the
closer to the vein area the higher is the blood pressure reading.
The rigidity that the vein will exert on the flesh when experiencing high blood
pressure will be transferred to the skin through a perpendicular force which is
maximum at the centre of the vein cross-section acting down and perpendicular to the
vein through the flesh and to the surface of the skin. In Fig. 5.5.3a, the nearest sensor
to the BP force is sensor P as it is shown on the diagram. The watch will pick the
highest readings of all the contact sensors (by the built in processor). The BP values
detected by the sensors will be wirelessly sent to the watch for comparisons.

Blood density
LED producing
near IR rays.
( 880 nm )

Thermal infrared
rays(wavelength=
100 micrometrs)
emitted from
warm skin and
absorbed by the
Pyrometer.

Oxygen/CO2 LED.
(produces further in
Fig. 5.5.3e .)

Main vein filled
with CO2.

Red visible light
for oxygen
detection.

vacuum

Wiring : to
connect the
sensors with
each other.

Skin surface

Infrared
Thermometer(
width= 3mm )
Transparent
ribbon.

Selective Photodiode –
further produced in
Fig. 5.5.3f

Piezoelectric Blood pressure
contact sensors.

Fig. 5.5.3b The main middle sensor (width = 1cm).
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Main Middle Sensor:

The IR ray coming from the main middle sensor is diverged ( 90 degrees
divergence thickness angle) to allow the rays to reach the main vein even if the ribbon
is miss positioned from the vein area. The vacuum gap conserves body heat for the
downward thermometer to measure. The gap also provides a distance for the thermal
skin-radiated rays (absorbed by the thermometer) to travel through, so that the D: S
ratio can be calculated. (D: S is mentioned in chapter 3, infrared literature) [55].

The Oxygen/CO2 detection method is as follows:
The sensor doesn‘t know for sure the exact and accurate position of the main artery
and the main vein. However, both the red visible light and the infrared rays will be
reflected back on the ribbon after penetration through skin, nerves, main artery blood,
main vein blood, capillaries blood, and fat. The photodiodes dispersed with equal
distances on the ribbon will register variable values for oxygen and CO2 quantities
detected inside the wrist flesh. The photodiode registering the maximum value of
oxygen should be directly above the artery, and the photodiode registering the
maximum value of CO2 should be directly above the vein. This is because there is a
3 mms distance between each and every photodiode sensor. Therefore, the main artery
and main vein can be clearly identified and distinguished. Since that next to each
photodiode there is a piezoelectric sensor, the photodiodes giving highest values of
oxygen and CO2 will trigger the piezoelectric sensors next to them to measure the
systolic pressure from the artery and the diastolic pressure from the vein. The
piezoelectric sensor next to the photodiode with maximum value of oxygen will
measure the systolic BP, and the piezoelectric sensor next to the photodiode with
maximum value of CO2 will measure the diastolic BP. [56], [57]
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Distributed Contact Piezoelectric BP Sensors :

Only the BP readings of the piezoelectric sensor nearest to the artery will be taken
(usually, this is the reading with the maximum value). The artery is the vessel
carrying the systolic wave which pumps the blood out of the heart and transfers
oxygen to the body.
In addition of being a BP measurement MEMS device, the piezoelectric sensor has
the ability to measure heart-pulse rates [58] since it is extremely sensitive to any force
generating beneath the skin. The selected piezoelectric sensor is a ―Stress and strain
sensor‖, mentioned in chapter 2. The sensor will detect the gradual push of the skin on
the sensor originating from an expansion of artery diameter (because of BP). The
sensor will also detect the heart beat rhythmic pulses on the skin level, coming
straight from the heart through the arteries to the skin. The Integrated Electronics
Piezoelectric (IEPE) technology, mentioned in the literature, allows the sensor to
differentiate between flesh-embedded rhythmic forces and flesh expansion forces.

The piezoelectric nature of the sensor will allow it to convert displacement of the
skin into electric current which can easily be measured. A crystal inside the sensor
can generate current if force is exerted on its surface.

Seismic
mass

piezoelectric
crystals

skin

Ribbon
Tissue

Base

Blood vessel
Fig . 5.5.3c Force piezoelectric sensor. [59]
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As the BP will increase inside the wrist, the ribbon will absorb this force and exert
it on the embedded sensor (above: 5.5.3c).

As it was mentioned at the end of the above paragraph, heading: “The
Oxygen/CO2 detection method is as follows”, the piezoelectric sensor can
distinguish between the main vein and the main artery only by the interference of the
Oxygen/CO2 sensor (Fig. 5.5.3e: 2 pages below).

Infrared Thermometer :

Heat
radiation(rays
)

measured
surface

Fig. 5.5.3d

Detector

Lens to
condense
thermal rays on
the detector.

amplifier

Filter , has
selective
permeability.

MEMS Infrared Thermometer Diagram.[60],[61],[62]

The IR thermometer is situated (Fig. 5.5.3d )on the inner surface of the ribbon to
be able to measure body heat, this is why the ribbon should be made out of an
insulating material to conserve heat between the skin surface and the ribbon.
The IR thermometer should contain a convergence lens to focus heat radiations on a
heat detector. The heat detector, like the blood pressure contact detector, is of a
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piezoelectric nature. Inside the detector there are 2 surfaces, when exposed to heat,
these 2 surfaces move apart from each other forming a piezoelectric effect, thus
generating current which is proportional to the amount of heat received from skin
surface. The IR thermometer should also have a filter to differentiate diffracted
infrared rays of oxygen and density sensors from heat radiation. It should actually
stop near-infrared light visible light (including red light) and allow only the
penetration of thermal infrared rays. [63]

Advantages of Blood Density Measurement:

Statistics had showed that obese people and people with cholesterol problems
have more dense blood than normal people. A Dense blood level means that the
body is not in its best conditions. This is why the blood density sensor was chosen
since that it is an indication of general health and can be an indication of high blood
sugar (diabetes).

“Dense Blood can be a direct symptom of diabetes, although a patient
with dense blood can be suffering from diseases or blood problems other
than diabetes.”(Phone Inquiry – Doctor Ibrahim khaleel – USA –
California)

Advantages of blood Oxygen/carbon dioxide level measurement:

Normal level of oxygen can mean that the user is in a perfect health condition.
Low or high level of oxygen and carbon dioxide shows that something is wrong with
the body, especially heart problems which are very common between the elderly
users. Low oxygen level might also mean lack of nutrition or general body fatigue,
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therefore, oxygen measurement is a general or multi-health measuring method. The
sensor is connected to the watch alarm so that if the oxygen or carbon dioxide level
should exceed the normal values, the alarm will automatically warn the user.

Blood Oxygen level/Carbon dioxide Red/IR Sensor :
Main artery filled with oxygen
Refraction
of visible
red light

Reflected Visible-Red light
for oxygen detection
(Wavelength=660nm )

Divergence lens
Skin surface
The structure of the
blood density LED
is very similar to
the near-infra-red
LED. The density
LED emits rays of
wavelength=880nm

Near Infrared light for
CO2 detection.
(Wavelength=940nm )
Vacuum(space) : to conseve the
skin heat and to provide
displacement for wave propagation.

Fig. 5.5.3e Oxygen/CO2 sensor (width = 3mm). [64]

The main artery of the wrist (radial artery) is filled with oxygen, as it had collected
it from the lungs. The artery divides into capillaries giving away the oxygen loading
to the body cells and receives new loads of CO2. The capillaries recombine as veins
filled with CO2, and passes again through the wrist as the main vein of the wrist.
The oxygen and carbon dioxide ratio is determined by this sensor (Fig. 5.5.3e).
The role of the lens is to diverge the rays in all directions to reach for the main vein
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and the main artery. The reflected ray will return back to the sensor with a certain
thickness and intensity different from its starting point, for the ray has been hindered
by the amount of oxygen in the vein. The same procedure applies for the carbon
dioxide sensing near-infra-red rays, the returning rays will be partially consumed
producing a thinner ray which will be detected by a photodiode. The photodiode
should possess certain permeability (Fig 5.5.3f), since that it should be detecting
different types and intensity of reflected, consumed, and returning rays (near IR with
2 different values for density and CO2, visible red light, thermal IR).
Distributed Photodiodes:

A

C

B

D

Rays converted into
voltage, proportional
to ray intensity.

Fig.5.5.3f One photodiode containing 4 smaller selective photodiodes. [65], [66]

Next to each and every contact piezoelectric sensor there is a photodiode which
converts infrared rays to voltage. The photodiodes are distributed along the sensor
strip to increase the chances of them being hit by the reflected-back infrared rays, thus
measurement is recorded. Four filters control the passage of the infrared rays inside
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the photodiode, according to wavelength value. This filtering technique (Fig.5.5.3f)
has been used previously in optical devises and technologies. A: A filters that only
allows visible-Red-infrared rays with a wavelength of 660nm. B: A filters that only
allows near-infrared rays with a wavelength of 940 nm.

C: A filters that only allows

near-infrared rays with a wavelength of 880nm. D: A filters that only allows
thermal-infrared rays with a wavelength of 100 micrometers. [67]

5.6 Improvements to Design Methodologies

5.6.1

A Systems Engineering Product Development Proposal:
“Functional-Area-Implementation”

Stages Of The Proposed Method:
1) ―Backward Synthesis of product Surface Area‖ Design Method.
2) Assigning proportional space on the product to the customer requirement
value (D).

5.6.2 “Backward Synthesis of Product Surface Area” Design Method

This scheme will establish a pure reflection of the customer voice in a tangible
product.
That is, building up and synthesising features that are compatible with
requirement values, instead of rating features giving them certain values to describe
how close they are from the customer voice. In order for a specific requirement to be
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accurately fulfilled, the proposed features (which satisfy this requirement) should
have similar importance to the requirement importance.

We will now implement the customer voice proportions in the product
requirements proportions to accomplish a backward synthesis technique.

Table. 5.6.2a

Establishment of the ―backward Synthesis‖ customer voice
proportions.

Requirements

Customer voice (%)

1-Solutions for
the ―old age‖ problems

15

2- Multi-health-measuring design

14

3- accuracy of readings (automation)

14

4- easy to use (automation)

12

5- Design ingenuity

8

6- safety

8

7- comfort

6

8-reliability(automation )

5

9- moderate price

4

10-attraction

3

11-quick measuring

3
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Table.5.6.2b

Building the ―Backward Synthesis‖ features.

Backward Feature Synthesis

Customer Voice

Requirements

“Square-area-oriented” Features.

The magnitude of the surface area that these added

This should be the value of

systems will occupy should be equal to the customer

the customer voice and the

voice rating shown on the right hand side column for

% of area occupied by the

each and every requirement.

added features on the left
hand side column.

1-Solutions for
the “old age”

1) The processor embedded under the indicated surface

Problems

covers the complete 30% area (along with the flash

15

memory). The processor generates the overall
automation of the product. Automation is the biggest
solution for old people, and at the same time it makes
the product extremely easy to use. The sub-surface area
of the left circle indicated is fully occupied by a
processor that makes life easy, and the same processor
that provides a solution for the elderly people.

2- Design of

1) The ―blue belts‖ are made to be a surface area of

Multi-health-

interactions or a sensing platform between the sensors

device

and the scalp-skin or the sensors and the wrist-skin.

14

The whole surface area is brought to surround the head
and surround the wrist.
3- Accuracy of

The EEG system supports the BP automation system
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14

readings

and the general health status of the body, by detecting
the BP-changing-factors and general health specific
signals emitted by the brain.

4- Easy to use

(same paragraph as requirement 1 ,above : repeated

12

para.)
Requirement 1 (15 points) + requirement 4 (12
points)=approx. 30 points=27
5- Design

MEMS microphones are selected to save space.

8

1) Alarms and warnings of the watch.

8

Ingenuity

6- Safety

2) Emergency pull.

7- Comfort

Watch size control is situated under the screen surface;

6

this is to add to the comfort of people wearing the
watch.

8-Reliability :

1- The emergency system is a very reliable system that

5

will be connected to several close relatives and friends
of the patient. Whenever the alarm goes on after
pulling the ring, when the patient is in trouble, the
watch will automatically call a number of people
informing them automatically that the patient is in
danger.
4

9- Moderate
Price

The sensor systems used in the bows are fairly
inexpensive.

3

10-Attraction
The 3 small alarm lights are basically for alerting
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functions when accompanied by an alarm sound.
Without the sound they show battery level and at the
same time, they keep on flashing to satisfy this
requirement and attract people.
3

11-Quick
The embedded fast flash memory under the

Measuring

listening surface gives fast performance and
occupies about 3 % of the sub-surface area of the
auditory surface.(the flash memory is a
miniaturised one)

5.6.3 Assigning Proportional Space on the Product to the “Importance
Weight” (D)

We should be dividing the product into 11 sections, which is the number of
requirements, and giving each section a proportional space area or cubic volume to
the ―Importance Weight‖ = ( D).There are 11 values which should determine 11
surface areas.

This process will increase the acceptability of the people to products because they
will not only know that their favourite features are included in the product, but they
will also see it occupying nearly most of the product surface which can be a strong
stimulus for purchasing. Having this concept in mind, the product designer can alter
his components dimensions and characteristic, enlarging components with higher
weights and decreasing the size of components that resemble the requirements with
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the lower weights. This type of method can only be applied after the functionoriented design is fulfilled. This method is about adding the feature and showing it as
much as possible, if it is important; or hiding the feature appearances if it is
unimportant, saving the space only for the important features.

6%
7- comfort
8%
6- safety
8%
5- Design ingenuity
12 %
4- easy to use
14 %
3- accuracy of readings
14 %
2- Multi-health-measuring
design

Fig.5.6.3a Example of Product Functional Area
Method(Additive technique –Varying Segments).

15 %
1-Solutions for
the ―old age‖ problems

Now we are going to apply the functional area division on the overall product.
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3%
Quick measuring.
The embedded fast flash
memory under the listening
surface gives fast
performance and occupies
about 3 % of the sub-surface
area of the auditory
surface.(the flash memory is
a miniaturised one).

14 %
Accuracy of
readings.
(for surface
area ,refer to
Multi-healthmeasuring
design.)

4%
Moderate price.
MEMS sensors are
used to fulfil the
moderate price
requirement (not
expensive), and they
occupy about 4% of
the area since that they
are extremely small.

14 %
Multi-healthmeasuring design.
This requirement ,
along with the
accuracy of readings
requirement , they
both form 28 % of the
indicated circle.

12 %
Easy to use.
(refer to
solutions for the
old age
problems)

3%
Attraction.
The 3 light diodes occupies
exactly the same percentage
of surface area as its
customer voice ranking.(3%)

8%
Design ingenuity.
The projector occupies
about 8-10 % of the
indicated surface area.

6%
Comfort.
The adjusting system
occupies a surface area
proportional to its
percentage. (6 % surface
area)

15 %
Solutions for
the “old age” problems.
The processor embedded under the indicated
surface covers the complete 30% area (along with
the flash memory). The processor generates the
overall automation of the product. Automation is
the biggest solution for the old, and at the same
time it makes the product extremely easy to use.
The sub-surface area of the left circle indicated is
fully occupied by a processor that makes life easy,
and the same processor that provides a solution for
the elderly people.

Fig.5.6.3b

8%
Safety.
5%
Reliability.
A component which is high
in safety and reliability at the
same time especially for old
people is the emergency pull
system which has the most
important function for old
people.(5% area)

The emergency pull
system provides a life-saving
safety button. The ring ( to
be pulled)covers almost 5%
and the 3 small alarm lights
covers 3% = total 8%.
The alarm lights warn the
user that there is something
wrong with his health.

Dividing the product into portions of variable amounts of feature
concentration.
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The 3 circles are equivalent to the Total surface area of the product.
3 circles = 90 %( Total values for customer voice = 92). 1 yellow circle = 30 %

92 % is approximately = 90 % surface area.

=> Top circle(14+14+4) + right circle(3+5+6+8+8)+left circle (15+12+3) = 90 % SA.

=>

32 %

+

=>

30 %

92 % is approximately

+

30 % is approx. = 90 % SA.

=

90 % SA.

The goal has been accomplished, the distribution of the customer voice values are
located on the surface area of the product proportionally (approximate
proportionality).

5.6.4

“Harmonic Unity” of Sub-systems Cross-multiplications

Establishing Strong Relations between Components:

Rule 1

:

The stronger the relation between any 2 components the more efficient
is the system of the overall product.

Rule 2

:

Any component‗s function should support the functions of each and
every part or component in the entire product.

Recommendation : This scheme supports the QFD requirement No. 5, which is the
ingenuity of the product.
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This scheme follows a design theory which states the following:
―Every component and subcomponent of a product should not contradict other
components in function, and should strongly support each and every function of
other components that co-exist in the same product. This enables the product to
evolve as one unit, where if one part is faulty the other can be a substitute.”[4]

Now we are going to cross multiply the partial systems of the product together ,
to make sure that their functions will not contradict each other, and that the
subsystems supports each other.
If any 2 systems are found not to be supporting each other, new features will be
proposed and implemented in the non-supporting system, so that it will become a
supporting system (if possible) to each and every sub-system of the product.
Design alternatives should be generated by studying the relations between each and
every pair of components which is the output of the multiplication process. The
design alternatives should be generated if there is a close distance between the pair of
components (part of the same major system – watch body). The pairs with far distance
relations will be postponed till the end, since these are harder to make them support
each other‘s functions.
In this study, only the relations between pairs of components are studied. Relations
between 3, 4, and 5 components will be excluded because of the scarcity of time.
These many-component-relations are possible and effective if there is no appearing
relation between 2 components. In other words, these many-component-relations are
established only when a single piece of component cannot handle or fulfil its function
because of the nature of the overall product system that the component is part of.
Therefore, many-component relationships are formed to fulfil one function only
supported by 2 or 3 components at the same time in order to be fulfilled. Eg: The back
support of the chair, the bottom support, and the legs all share the fulfilment of a
single function which is the weight support of the user (3-component-relation). The
back support surface and the bottom support surface unify to provide comfort to the
user (2-component-relation).
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A component with a certain function cannot have another component to support its
function, only if 2 components unify together, the function of the first component can
be supported.
Thus, the final goal of this design philosophy will be accomplished, which is to reach
a ―harmonic unity‖ of all the subsystems of the main system (the product).

Cross-Multiplications Between Components And Subsystems :

Table 5.6.4

Multiplication matrix.

Body structure

Body
Processor Automation
structure system
sensor system
accepted accepted

Speech
system
accepted

Main
upper part
-

Processor

-

-

-

-

rejected

-

-

-

accepted

-

Speech system

-

-

-

-

-

Main upper part

-

-

-

accepted

-

system
Automation
sensor system

Accepted = accepted
design solution

-

= no design
solution

Rejected = rejected
design solution

The matrix produced 5 pairs of product sub-systems that can support each others‘
functions (the support relation is not reversible, the first one will support the second,
but the second will not support the first).
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1) Body structure

vs.

Processor system :

Processor system function: Information manipulation and calculations.
Body structure function: To support the processor system function.

New Suggestion:

Should be providing connectivity and protection to the main processors; the
material of the watch surrounding the processor should be a sort of insulator which
will protect the processor from overheating. At the same time, the material should be
robust so that the processor cannot be harmed by shocks. Also, the material of the
product should have enough elasticity to allow the conversion from a watch to a
headphone without breaking (Fig.5.3.2.2b).On the other hand; the body should
provide connectivity passages for the wires to pass.

Fig. 5.6.4a Watch EEG conversion (accepted design solution).

2) Body structure

vs.

Automation sensor system

Automation sensor system function: Sensing.
Body structure function: Should also support sensor system function.
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New suggestion 1: Body structure should be made of a material with a low density to
allow easy penetration of waves, rays, and electric charges from wrist and scalp to
watch body.

New suggestion 2: The electrodes have to press on the scalp by means of a curved
structure leaning inwards to the circle.

Size
Adjustment
lock

adjustment track
distance

Belt strips

Part 3 : elastic and
unbreakable material
Part 2

Part 1

Fig. 5.6.4b

2.5) Body structure

watch-EEG conversion components (accepted design solution).

vs.

Speech system

Speech system function : To enable communication between patient and watch.
Body structure function : Should also support Speech system function.

New suggestion : MEMS microphones to save space.
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Sensitive MEMS
microphones to hear
commands.

Fig. 5.6.4 c MEMS microphones. (accepted design solution).

3) Processer system

vs.

Main upper part

Processor system function: Information storage, manipulation, and calculations.
Main upper part : To support the processor system function.

New suggestion: The Development is an alternative storage facility if the watch
storage area is getting large (thus this will produce a large and heavy watch). A
Bluetooth device is added to be connected to computer large processers that can
handle the analysis of acoustic/ultrasonic signals and send it back to the watch. The
watch might also need a big storage capacity for many brain waves signals that shows
numerous medical status of the body.

Bluetooth
communications
signals
Fig. 5.6.4d

Blue tooth
modems

Bluetooth communications. ( rejected design solution).
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4) Main upper part

vs.

Speech system

Speech system function: To enable communication between patient and watch.
Main upper part function: To support speech function.

New suggestion: A lighting and visual alarm to warn the patient that there is
something important or dangerous to be said about his health and clinical information.

Fig. 5.6.4e

Three-alarm-bulbs. (accepted design solution).

5) Automation sensor system

Automation sensor system :

Speech system function:

vs.

Speech system

Sensing.

To support automation sensor system.

New suggestion 1 : Developments Of An Emergency Pull System : The watch will
have an emergency pulled string(emergency pull) fixed at the back of the watch main
body. The user is to pull the string only when he is in fatal condition, and where there
is nobody around to help him, or that he is not in a state which allows him even to call
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the emergency number or to his friends. The red string is linked to the wireless
network where the emergency signal will be transferred to the ambulance to come.

Emergency
pull ring.

Fig. 5.6.4f

Emergency system. (accepted design solution).

5.7 Summary
The first set of results in this chapter is the utilisation of the experiments‘
results in the product. Four methods were designed to detect the five factors. The
methods are : a gyroscope sensor, an accelerometer sensor, a heart pulse sensor, and
the digital information pattern. A combination of sensors are selected to automate the
detection of each factor of the experiments. The detection of eating: movement of
the hand in a steady manner(excluding drinking). The detection of hunger : the
absence of those steady movements. The detection of sitting and standing: nonangular downward or upward movements of the body. The detection of the back angle
: the digital information pattern will show proportionality between the back angle and
the numerical BP values. The detection of sleepiness: Low pulse rate and rare
sleeping movements.
The second set of results is the design and partial implementation of noninvasive techniques in the watch. Which means, proposing a non-invasive medical
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and portable ―main sensory system‖ that will be responsible for executing most of the
health measurements of the watch. The design comprises of different integrated
MEMS sensors in a 2 cm ―sensor strip‖ (built-in inside a ribbon) to be sticking on the
skin surface of the ―radial artery‖ and main vein of the wrist. The design is originated
from the QFD evaluation and weighting schemes , which shows that the most
compatible medical techniques with customer voice is the ―noncontact infrared‖ and
the ―contact piezoelectric‖ techniques. The last section of this chapter (chapter 5)
describes an added improvement to the QFD methodology where the ―Importance
Weight‖ values (part of QFD main matrix) generates proportional surface area values
on the product. In other words, the most important requirement features should have
components showing on the product, these components should occupy maximum
surface area since that it has maximum importance. In addition, a popular design
methodology is used in this study (harmonic unity of components) which supports the
fifth requirement of the customer voice. This methodology dramatically enhances the
ingenuity of the product, as it was demanded by the customer voice. The study
yielded most of the design solutions of the product (e.g. EEG system). The study talks
about 2, 3, and ―many‖ component-relations which can increase the unity of product
subsystems and generate alternative designs and alternative components as design
solutions for the product.
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Chapter 6 :

6.1

The Proposal of A Partial Design of
The “watch-headphone” Product

The Watch-Headphone Product and its Components

1

9
6

8
10
12
7

2

4

3

Fig. 6.1a

Watch labelled diagram.
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1-Display screen

(Fig. 6.1 a, b, e)

2- Upper body ejector
3- Extension ejector
4-IR sensor
5-White belt
6- Blue belt

(Fig. 6.1 a, b, c, d)
(Fig. 6.1 a, b)

(Fig. 6.1 a, b)
(Fig. 6.1 b, c, d, e)
(Fig. 6.1 a, b)

7-Lower half of upper part
8- Top half of upper part
9- 3-alarm-bulbs

(Fig. 6.1 a, b, c)
(Fig. 6.1 a, b, c)

(Fig. 6.1

10-Ejector socket
11- EEG Electrodes

a, b)

(Fig. 6.1 a, b, c, d)
(Fig. 6.1 d, e)

12- Gyroscope and accelerometer

(Fig. 6.1 a, b, e)

1-Display screen: The display screen will be situated in the top half of the upper
body. All the medical information mentioned in this dissertation may appear on the
screen as one way to present the information (the other way is to hear the information
through the headphones).2- Upper body ejector: Enables splitting of the 2 halves
(the top and the bottom one ) when the user decides he want to use the product as
headphones to listen to the watch‘s audio health information ; Or to scan his brain for
diagnosis through the EEG system , which is also part of the product. 3- Extension
ejector: This brings out the white belt from inside the blue belt to convert the watch.
4-IR sensor: This sensor detects all the various medical issues described in this
dissertation.
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Fig. 6.1b

Labelled Cross-section of the watch.

5-White belt: Fills the interior volume of the blue belt, the white belt appears only
when the product is converted into headphones. It also contains EEG electrodes.
6- Blue belt: Is the watch‘s belt, which appears only when the watch is around the
wrist. The watch belt contains the BP automation sensors and the extension ejector,
and contains also EEG electrodes, gyroscopes, and accelerometers. 7-Lower half of
upper part: Is one of the 2 headphones placed on the users ears. It contains part of
the processor and the ejection socket which bonds the 2 upper body halves together.
8- Top half of upper part: Contains the screen of the watch, and is actually one of
the 2 headphones placed on the users ears. The top half also contains the upper body
ejector, part of the processing system, and the 3-alarm-bulbs.
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9- “3-alarm-bulbs”: These bulbs will warn the user when one of his health
measurements reaches a dangerous level (blood pressure).

2

8

7

10

Fig. 6.1c

Watch upper body release (2 halves).
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5

11

11

2

Fig. 6.1d

10

Watch is converted into headphones.

10-Ejector socket: It is the socket of the upper body ejector which enables the top
half of the upper body to grip to the lower one, creating a firm bond of the 2 halves of
the upper body. 11- EEG Electrodes: Are dry electrodes which receive the emitted
brainwaves from under the skull and sends them to the processor for many-stage
processing and comparison with already stored disease brainwave signals (these
electrodes don‘t need gel preparation of the scalp.
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The gel makes the scalp and human hair more conductive in transmitting the
brainwave signals). 12- Gyroscope and accelerometer: Are part of the automation
system of the BP readings experiments, mentioned in chapter 5.

5

11

11

11

12

1

Fig. 6.1e Watch electrode-antennas are separated(proEngineer)
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6.2

Watch Conversion Process

STEP 1:

Fig. 6.2a Watch perspective view (ProEngineer).

As it was mentioned before in the ―harmonic unity‖ design methodology, the
material by which the bows (belt) of the watch should be made of a specific elasticity
value. That is, the belt should tolerate continuous deformation by the user without
breaking, when the watch should be converted into a headphone for brainwave
scanning. The material should be chosen carefully so that the bow shape, which forms
the headphones, will not go out of shape by constant stretching and usage. In fact, the
bow shape of the headphones allows it to stick to the head without falling; this is why
the rigidity factor of the material is important.
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STEP 2:

Fig. 6.2b Headphones perspective view (ProEngineer).

When the user is wearing the watch, the belt is supposed to be curled inwards
creating a small ring-like diameter around the wrist. When the belt is released by
splitting the upper part, the curl will open up, giving the instantly formed headphone a
semi-circular shape which will not permit the user to wear it. This is why a mini belt
(shown in the image –white colour) which occupies the inside volume of the original
belt should be extended out of the original belt (blue colour in image) to complete the
semicircular shape and give the headphone its usual shape. The white internal belt has
the same length of the blue belt since it is fully contained inside it.

Fig. 6.2c Headphones images (ProEngineer Software).
This is the form of the watch after the upper body is split into 2 half‘s, and the
white belt is extended out of the larger belt to cover the upper circumference of the
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scalp. The degree of curvature of the belts is shown in the above image. The more the
white belt is extended the more the headphone is going to clip on the users head.
STEP 3:

Fig. 6.2d Headphones side-view.
Separating the belt into 3 belts is proposed to allow the user to cover the full
range of the scalp when needed. Separating the 3 belts of the headphones is not a
must; this part of the design is an optional one. The reason for this feature is that
some important parts of the brain ( cerebellum , Frontal lobe , occipital lobe ) are
situated in the remote part of the skull (away from the centre : above the neck , above
the forehead ) , where it will be hard for the electrodes to receive clear brainwave
signals.

Fig. 6.2e Headphones bottom-view.
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6.3 Market Selected or Software Designed Systems Components
6.3.1 A Design “To-Scale”

Total width = 4.8 cm

Fig. 6.3.1a

Side-view of watch: The Design is to Scale:
(Height 7 cm x Belt width 4 cm).

1.5 cm

6.3 cm

Fig. 6.3.1b

Side-view of watch: The Design is to Scale:
( Height 7 cm x Width 7.5 cm )
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7.5 cm

Fig. 6.3.1c

Bottom-view of watch: (The Design is to Scale).

6.3.2 Blue and White Belts

Fig. 6.3.2a Blue belt Released
belt.
6.3.3 headphone
Main Upper
Part

Fig. 6.3.2b Blue beltCurled watch belt.
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Fig. 6.3.2c

White belt

6.3.3 Main Upper Part

Display Screen

Round of upper edge

Dimen :
4.8 cm
6.3 cm

Big Base

Dimensions:
2.8 cm ; 4.3 cm

Big Base Dimensions

Display Screen

Cylinder height :
1.5 cm

Rounded upper edge

Fig. 6.3.3

Main upper part parametrs.
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6.4

The Processor System

10 cm

Fig. 6.4 Cortex-A8 - ARM
embedded processor (10 cm x 10 cm),
[27]

The cortex -A8 processor has a very flat surface area which can be altered to fit
into the non-flat volume of the watch ; also the various components of the cortex-8
can be further managed, compacted, and miniaturised to save maximum amount of
space.. This can easily be done by altering the dimensions of the cortex-8 into a 5cm
x5cm x 2 cm volumes in the first headphone and another 5cm x5cm x 2 cm volumes
in the second headphone. Thus the processor will be distributed in 2 sides, and
connected by an essential wiring which will fill the inside volume of the white belt
and the blue belt. The wiring can also be extended with the extension of the white belt
to fit the head of the user.

Some of the chips, like the Cortex processor will be substituted with other more
advanced chip technologies that will be selected below:
Cortex, if combined with ARM Neon technology can support the EEG device
since that it is a processor that is specialised in signal processing. In addition to signal
processing ARM neon technology is a natural multimedia dedicated processors giving
all the sharp images, video encoding /decoding, image processing, telephony, sound
clarity and synthesis. [38]
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6.5

Phase -Change Memory Technology and Other Miniaturised
Memory Storage [68]

Fig. 6.5a Phase
Change Memory
Technology (500nm x
500nm): [69]

Fig. 6.5b ―Nantero
Inc.‖ Product: Nanotube-memory. [70]

16.5 mm

Fig. 6.5c An IBM developed Millipede storage
device. (16.5 mm × 17.5 mm × 1.2mm) [71]

The Phase Change Memory Technology (2008) is developed by IBM, Macronix,
and Qimonda. It is a faster, less space consuming, and needs a lot less energy than the
flash memory. The Millipede storage device contains 1 Terabyte (=1000 Gigabytes),
this device is very suitable for advanced watch technology since that it saves a lot of
space.
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6.6 MEMS EEG Electrodes

Fig. 6.6 MEMS Dry electrode (5mm). [72]

These electrodes will save a lot of space because they have mm dimension range,
unlike other usual electrodes which are much larger in size. The electrodes are
wireless sending physiological signals to the watch processor without the use of
wiring. These miniaturised electrodes has the ability to ignore or eliminate
extraneous body movements and signals and detect only the desired scope of
signals (physiological signals).

6.7 Discussion
Let‘s assume that an old woman wants to use this portable non-invasive medical
device. The old woman decided to go and visit her friend in the neighbourhood.
As the woman was walking, the watch gave an alarm sound. The woman gave a close
look at the watch screen to read the message but she couldn‘t because of her bad
eyesight. The woman decided to convert the watch into headphones so that she can
listen to the message instead of reading it. The woman had put on the headphones and
pressed a button on the ―top half of the upper part‖ to activate the message. The
following message was displayed ―
BELOW NORMAL

BLOOD PRESSURE = 70 / 40 –

‖. The woman‘s blood pressure has dropped below the normal

level which means that something is wrong with her or with the health.
In 30 minutes another alarm went on, but this time with a louder and different sound,
similar to the ambulance alarm. This time the message has given a hazardous value:
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―

BLOOD PRESSURE = 30 / 10 –

LIFE IN DANGER

‖, which implies

that the woman‘s life is in danger. In this case the device will automatically execute
the emergency button (without pulling a string) which is connected to a medical and
emergency helpline (literature review-chapter 2). Usually, the emergency button is a
red string with a red ring to be pulled by the user manually if her life is in danger. If
any of the measured parameters will reach a life threatening level, the watch will
automatically call the ambulance.
In another occasion, the old woman was laying in bed since that she was not feeling
well in that day. Meanwhile, the watch was detecting body temperatures (through the
infrared thermometer) that are above the normal value. The watch will consider that
the rise in the body temperature of the old woman can be due to illness and will
decide to check for illnesses using the built-in EEG system as a ― just in case ‖ action
, where if no illness is detected a special message will be displayed. The watch will
display this message on the watch screen: ―

CONVERT TO EEG

‖, anyway the

user has to convert the product into headphones if she cannot see the message
properly, where she will again listen to the message through the headphones audio
voice. The old woman had separated the ―belts‖ of the headphone so that the whole
scalp area is covered by the electrodes inside the belts. After a couple of seconds the
old woman could hear this message ― AT LEAST BODY FATIGUE
TEMP = 38.5 C ; CURE = 7-12 HOURS OF SLEEP ;

= (HIGH ) ;

CHECK DOCTOR ‖

which means that the device has detected a body fatigue signal of a high magnitude
that usually appears as a result of exhaustion in that particular day. The watch
determines the cure for such a problem which is many hours of rest, and warns the
user that the reason for the high temperature could be partially caused by another
health problem which means that the old woman should see the doctor. The old
woman went to sleep for 2 hours when she was awakened by an increasingly loud
alarm from the watch. The watch processor is considering that the body temperature
should drop after the 2 hours of sleep; instead the new automated temperature
measurements show a value of 39.5 after 2 hours of sleep. The old woman wakes to
listen to the watch message: ― TEMP = 39.5 C; CALL

DOCTOR (URGENT);

PRESS MESSAGE ON/OFF BUTTON WHEN DOCTOR ARRIVES ‖.
The woman did call the doctor and she was given the necessary treatment but
she had forgotten to press the button as the watch had advised. Soon after the doctor
has arrived the ambulance has arrived too. The watch had automatically called the
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ambulance since that the users‘ body temperature is very close to the hazardous
levels, and the woman did not press the cancellation button when the doctor has
arrived. This was a safety procedure made by the watch. The watch had started a
stopwatch time of one hour since its last warning of the urgent presence of the doctor
was displayed. At the end of this hour the emergency was scheduled to be summoned
automatically, should the woman press the cancelation button during this hour, the
emergency call will no longer apply

6.8 Summary
Chapter 6 shows the possibility of fitting an embedded type processor in a wristwarn-watch which has a slightly larger size than normal watches.
Most of the components of the watch body are designed, the conversion process
is explained, and various dimensions of components are determined. MEMS and
NEMS memory units are selected as alternatives to larger components, in order to
achieve miniaturisation which is a basic aim of the study.
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Chapter 7

:

Conclusions & Future work.

7.1 Recommendations & Conclusions
The conversion process of the product from a watch to an EEG system has made it
possible for the laboratory EEG system, or the videogame EEG to be as portable as a
mobile phone.

The further development of this product will increase its automation functions,
making life easy for the users. The users will not be obliged to visit the doctor as
frequently as in the past. They will be able to know what is wrong with them, as the
watch will be doing constant non-stopping checks on their health. It will also be easier
for the doctors, to extract accurate information from such devices about the patients
health parameters history (for how long have certain cell stayed in the blood) , which
will lead to more accurate diagnosis by the doctor especially if the patient is suffering
from dangerous and ―hard to diagnose‖ diseases.
Through further developments, the watch could also have the ability to suspect the
presence of a certain disease in its user body [73], and to take the necessary actions to
confirm if the user is really infected referring back to its large memory which contains
a database of disease symptoms. The watch might if necessary photograph body
images through infrared rays. But this can only happen if the cm-range infrared
cameras are miniaturised to at least a mm-range.

The review of this thesis has reached results, which indicates, that there is a fare
possibility for ultrasonic (ULT.SO) sensor technology to fully inspect the blood
stream through the wrist artery. The ultrasonic inspection (if proven to work) can
measure and identify the amount and type of germs in the blood, nutrition in the
blood, hormones in the blood, blood cells, cancerous cells, and other medical relevant
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substances or particles. In other words, ULT.SO is a very promising blood inspection
method for portable medical devices.
At this stage , our product can only warn its user if 3 of the ―health vital signs‖
reach a hazardous level : The heart pulse rate ,

the body temperature , the blood

pressure BP. There is a possibility that the fourth vital sign measurement can be added
to our product, if an ULT.SO sensor is to be added. The fourth vital sign is the
respiratory rate of the human lungs which is in a remote distance from the wrist area.
Solutions have to be proposed to cut down the expenses of this product. It is
highly recommended to create a business strategy which will cut down the expenses
of the medical product.

The medical watch can be used for a usage different from the one it was designed
for in the first place (medical measurement). Now, after the evolution of the product
through various QFD evaluations, analysis, and stages, it appears that a more efficient
and profitable method of building it is applicable. It should be built for all segments of
the society (including children, and not necessarily the elderly segment only.)
The only system that the watch needs to become a product used for all ages is the
entertainment multimedia system( has TV , MP3, computer-brainwave mouse ,
mobile phone ) .

7.2 Future work : Description of the More Developed Product
(Refer to Appendix A for more details)

The more developed product is made out of a watch and head-top (head mounted computer system) convertible system. (The portable computer can become a
watch and vice versa).It is comprising of 4 sub-products: A Head-top (head-mounted
computer), A Non-invasive medical system, A mini-projector system, An EEG/BCI
device
…………..all worn on the head and included at the same time.
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Four products in one

Financial cost

The Head-top

expensive

The Non-invasive medical system

moderate

Automated advertisements on TV
(harnessed by the product).
BCI Brain-computer-Interface

business
moderate

The Brain-wave controlled TV watching or web-surfing is projected
on the fencing or flour of the street, while the user is walking.

It can also
be
projected
on the
desk
surface or
even on
any flat
surface.

Fig . 7.2b Human -computer interface (HCI) while walking. [74]
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There are only 2 improvements, which if added to the initial medical product will
form a ―portable computer‖ instead of a portable medical device. The 2 improvements
are the addition of a MEMS projector to display the screen on surfaces , and the
installation of embedded systems software(miniaturised processor) , BCI
software(mouse substitute), and other software that we use in everyday life on our
laptops and office computers(Ms word, digital TV).The function of the projector is to
allow a ―portable-usage‖ of the computer even while walking, the same way mobile
phones allow portable talking with friends (10 years ago stationery phones where
more common than mobile phones).
As it is shown in Fig 7.2b the user can surf on the internet while walking by an
automated projection of the screen on building walls and street fencing.
The design database will pick designs as a substitute for bad designs by referring
to design types that took high ratings in the past. The program will learn which
designs to show (close to the previously selected ones). It will always keep in its
memory deigns with the highest ratings and it will remember the features of these
designs,……… like colour, shape, material type, volume geometries, or concept
meaning..etc. This is because if a sub-part is going to have a low rating, the computer
will substitute its design with one with features inspired by high rating designs, so that
the substitute design too will have a high rating.
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